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time
the
of
quickstep
N.
the
last
departure
arrested
at
in
night
Raton,
Chesterfield, Aug. 31. At the after
E. V. Evans, a pbetbgrapaer who liv-e- missionaries
of Bourke Cockran, either baa perish with a tb doorway of cement house
M., at the request of Sheriff McSway- - Mexico ex rel, j. Wv Stockard, appelsingle, barreled gun. It was noon session, David D. Beattie, a grist
lee, vs. the
in his studio, lost his life.
ed or is wandering stark naked some broke. He
ne of Fresno. Menzes was traced
bj of Roswell, N.Mayor and City Council
talked with my brother." mill owner,, uncle of the accused and
MRS. META F. SINCLAIR AT
M., appellants. Appeal
men. Mrs. Menzes
place on the Nevada desert fifty miles
railway
Seven men, neighbors of the priscangivs from the district
grandfather ot, Paul Beattie, asserted TENTATIVE PLAN FOR
east of Reno at a point known as the
no
court of Chaves
;
reason
MISSISSIPPI.
for
bis
BILOXI,
,
DIS
hasty
departure.
oner,, most .of whom have known him that the tatter's
y,
county. The Judgment of the district
reputation for truth
Eagle Salt Work. 'v V:
SOLVING TpBACCO TRUST.
mce eariy boyhood, testified that and
was
bad.
court Is reversed and the cause re.
veracity
Mahoney left Reno three days ago
Tvew Mexican) TOTAL COTTON CROP LAST
(By Special Leased Wire
On cross examination, it developed
manded. The opinion is written
Biloxi, Miss., Aug. 31. Mrs. ,Meta
to accept a position at a surveying Beattie's character and reputation for
YEAR
Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
(By
BALES.
by
12,120495
ana
'
order Were good. '
that the witness, though grandfather
New York, Aug. 31. A tentative F. Sinclair, wife of Upton Sanclair,
Judge Abbott and is concurred In by
party. Yesterday be appeared at the peace
Confilotlno
socialist
did
of
Paul
and
not
Testimony
of
know
himself
is
where
on
Beattie,
novelist,
Eagle Salt Works, stripped
plan for the dissolution of the Tobac(By Special Leased Wire to New Mwkn) Judges Parker, McFie and Roberta,
visiting
Sam Talley, who said he heard a his
New Orleans, La., Aug. 31. The to- Judges Mechem and
grandson had been living within co "trust" In accordance with the de the gulf coast. She came here from
clothing and ran madly across taw
Wright dissent
urea-an- a
'
a
woman
uoi
scream the the last two years.
barren sands. Members of the surcree of the Supreme court of the U. Arden, Del., ier home. Mrs. Sin tal cotton crop for the commercial Chief Justice Pope being disqualified,
,
the
'
murder, followed the
S. was discussed today at the prelim- clair bad nothing to say in regard to year ending today was 12,180,095 did not participate.
Father on the Stand.
veying crew spent all the afternoon night of;
witnesses on the stand
tne divorce suit brought by her hus Dales according to the fisrures com
The case was as follows: The re-Chesterfield, Aug. 31. Henry Clay inary conference held by Judges
yesterday had last night searching for cnaracter
Counsel tor the defense asked
Mahoney. but without success. . The
Talley Beattie, Sr., went on the stand at
and Noyes In the federal build -- band, who named Harrv Kemn. rh piled by Secretary Hester of the New
if be did not say to F. E. Luti and 8:66
"
.
Kansas poet, as corespondent
Orleans cotton exchange.
search has been resumed today. '
(Continued on Page
p. m.
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A HUNDRED YEARS TO COME.

Where, where will be the birds that

The Little Store

dog which was worrying his horse.

THURSDAY, AUGU8T 31, 1911.

ney. The Republican county commit'
tee Is likely to meet on Saturday,
though the chairman M. S. Groves
says the date has not. been definitely

Trustee for Cerrillot Property.
sing,
At a meeting of creditors in bank- A hundred years to come?
fixed.
The flowers that now in beauty spring Stone was chetaoincmfwypdoinffiiffil
ruptcy cqurt at Boston, Mason H.
A hundred years to come?
Stone was chosen trustee of the
The rosy lips, the lofty brow,
mines corporation, which
so
now,
beats
The heart that
gayly
has been operating at Cerrillos, southOh, where will be love's beaming eye,
ern Santa Fe county. Stone is also
MONEY AND METALS.
Joy's pleasant smile and sorrow's receiver and
the assets at about
Mo Aug. 31. Lead
St.
gives
Louis,
sigh,
$5,000.
$4.37
4.40; spelter lower, 6.80.
hundred years to come?
A
BREAD
DENVER
Who'll press for gold his crowded
Appointment of Receiver Denied.
GRAIN. PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
street
Judge Ira A. Abbott lias denied the
Chicago, 111., Aug. 31. Wheat Sept.
A hundred year to come?
I
application at Albuquerque for the ap- -' gg j.g.
94
of a receiver by Elizabeth
Corn Sept., 65 8
j
Dec, 63
Who'll tread yon church with willing pointment
Ridley Rimlinger, daughter of Mat- -'
46.
uats sept., 43
uec,
feet
thew Ridley, deceased by his first
Pork Sept., 15.80; Jan., 16.20.
A hundred years to come?
wife, Anne Ridley, for a receiver ol
Lard Sept., 9.32
Jan., 9.40.
Pale, trembling age and fiery youth,
the monies, rents and profits of the
Ribs Sept., 9.02
Jan., 8.32
And childhood with its brow of truth; estate of the said Matthew
Ridley,!
Wool.
jThe rich and poor, on land and sea; now in the hands of Mrs. Mary E.
St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 31. Wool quiet,
Where will the migniy minions De
M.
Miss
Furn
and
Ridley.
Ridley
territory and western mediums, 17
A hundred years to come
- fin
11(7?)
f'9ft. fitifi moHlnniB
. 1777)18J"'
"
Ba.
Ul.
U!tk
-HS"",
III. , ' tii unabwRii
shall
'
We all within our graves
sleep
During a baseball game at Hayden,
'
A hundred years to come.
Union county, Walter Wanamaker of
,,, . ag.
No i.ving soul for us will weep
was
over
head
struck
the
C1"caf;
Amistad,
A hundred years to come.
a baseball bat in the hands of
4'40"0;
No.
shall
40.
Santa 'Fe.
till,
But other men our lands
Bert Swarms who was at the bat
Southern Corner Plaza,
Telephone
steers, $4.007.00; stockers
And others inen these Btreets will fill, while Wanamaker was catching. Wan- TICKETS WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES. And other birds will sing as gay,
WE
GIVE REGISTER
amaker dropped unconscious and
3J!oWS5; carves, b.uu
could not be revived for an hour but neltrs- And bright the sun shine as today,
'
will probably recover. Swarms dis- - 00- A hundred years to come.
market
17,000;
Hogs Receipts,
anneared and a. warrant, rnnld nnt h
William Goldsmith Brown.
weak to 5 cents lower, ftight, $7.10
served on him thus far.
7.G5; mixed, ?6.957.85; heavy, $6.80
gooa 10
T.&5; rougn, w.wwi-w- ;
Two Injunction Suits.
AROUND THE STATE
Two injunction
suits have been cnoice neavy, ?7.uuga.b&; pigs, a.wg
filed in the federal court by the Unit- - 7.55; bulk of sales, $7.057.35.
market
ed States asking that W. P. Montgom-- I Sheep Receipts, 22,000;
Policeman Daniel Kirkpetrick was ery and Ed Burleson, both of Eddy weak; generally 10 c lower; native
fined $25 and sentenced to thirty days county, show cause why they should $2.003.60; western $2.253.60; yearl-no- t
be enjoined from allowing their ings, $4.004.90; lambs, native, S4.00
in jail at Roswell for assault and batDon't forget our bread
These lines are like home to us.
cattle to graze on the Alamo National
6.55; western, $4.506.60.
tery. Kirkpatrick has appealed.
forest reserve.
The papers have, Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 31. Cattle
been forwarded to Judge Pope at
Didn't Obey Liquor Laws.
1500
including
Receipts, 5,000
One hundred and seventyeight war-- ; Santa Fe and the order to the effect southerns;
market setady; native
rants for the illegal sales of liquor that the defendants appear and show gteers, $5.258.00; southern steers,
Phone, 191 Black.
were served at Atlantic City, N. J., cause will no doubt be made at once, ti.2aentt.aa- - southern nws and heif
yesterday.
ers, $3.00 4.50; native cows and heif- RECLAMATION SERVICE IS
ers,
$2.807.25; stockers and feeders,
REPAIRING SPILLWAYS.
Judge Reynolds Appointed Receiver.
$3.255.75; bulls, $3.0O4.50; calves,
well
G.
Matt.
Reynolds,
Judge
$4.75 7.50; western steers, $4.75;
known in Santa Fe, has been appointRushing Into Eddy Coun-'terC0WS( ?3 00450
Pubed receiver of the E. G. Lewis
ty Several Farm Sales
'
Hogs Receipts, 6,000; market stedy
Reported '
lishing concern at St Louis.
to 5c lower; bulk of sales, 7.107.45;

MARKETJREPORT
2

Know In Every Loaf"

"The Best

.

TRY IT

,

:

1--

2

INTER

Dih.ll

GROCERY

livestock

wte

j
i

j

GOOD EATING!

J

Oilthevery bestand Sardines,

Imported

Mushrooms, French Peas and Antipasto

Six Bio; Loaves for 25c.

WE WANT ALL OF THE "BOY BLUES," AND THE GIRLS TOO,
THINGS FOR THEM;
TO TRADE WITH US. WE HAVE MANY
POCKET KNIVES, LITTLE WAGONS, BALLS AND BATS OH
LOTS AND LOTS OF THINGS.
IN
OUR
THE BOYS AND GIRLS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME
STORE; AND "A BOY CAN BUY FROM US JUST AS CHEAP AS
A MAN.'

Phone

FOR

RETAIL

T If

AT

SUMMER

MEXICAN

-

&

If Its Hardware We Have

14.

It

Phone

14

j

LOUIS NAPOLEON

WHOLESALE

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

New aud Full Assortment

Latest

in Hand Color

OUTING

HATS

of Unique Sao Juan Potter)
Artistic

i

ing Post Cards.

n

Framing.

I

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

7.007.30; packers, and butch- San Francisco Street.
a nro-'r$7.157.40; lights, $7.1U(87.4U.
i;mmorl,
.v. ;n inj.J Sheep Receipts, 5,000; market
J. D. Walker's court, being charged eaoy to wean; muuons, d.zos.uu;
with the killing of George Hargraves lambs. $5.506.25; range wethers and
last Saturday. District Attorney L. ye&rl'nss, $2.754.25; range ewes,
O. Fullen appeared for the territory, j$3.003.75.
Killed His Father in Anger.
Because his father attempted to while Eden & Woodwell represented
Manhattan Avenue Closed Owing
punish him for smoking cigarets, Dawson. Several witnesses were
to
the work on a crossing at Don Gas.
shot
Smith,
old
amined
and
Drisoner
bound
Burdette
over
the
year
eighteen
: : WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
and instantly killed his father, H. B. to the grand jury under $2,500 bond. Par avenue and Manhattan avenue,
The killing occurred Saturday morn- - tne we8t Portion of Manhattan avenue
Smith, near Rifle, Colorado.
ing when Dawson came home andiwin have to be closed for several
found Hareraves with his wife. Helaays'
Depot Burglarized.
All
of
The Denver and Rio Grande rail- - accused Hargraves of being intimate
adJuan
ana
San
Mrs.
Do
with
allow
both
which
denied.
not
V
at
Dawson,
road depot
your Kidney
Ale
Farmington,
county, was burglarized recently. Tho Dawson drew his gun and never stop- - der trouble to develop beyond the
D
elivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
thieves looted the cash drawer and ped shooting till Hargraves fell dead. reach of medicine. Take Foley Kid
Both men were Pullman porters.
also stole some freight.
ney Pills. They giv quick results
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
The Reclamation Service has orders and stop irregularities with
of
An $18,000 Wreck,
the spillways at; ing promptness. For sale by all dru
begin repairs
SANTA
MINERAL
CO.
On the Santa Fe tracks between Avalon and, McMillan reservoirs. The gists.
Denver and Colorado Springs yester big flood of four weeks ago took out
freight cars went in- the temporary dam in the big spillway
day, twenty-on- e
to a ditch. Xne damage is estimated at McMillen and cut badly spillway
number two at Avalon.
WOOD'YS HACK LINE
WHOLESALE
at $18,000.
The hulling of the alfalfa seed crop
AND RETAIL
has been delayed for more than a
Went to Church Too Often.
From
RATON
Asserting that his wife went o it week by the rain that has been fallBARRANCA TO TAOS
YANKEE
frequently at nights and always excus. ing in the project. No damage hased herself by saying she had been in been done to the seed as nearly ev- Meets Both
CERRILLOS
South
North
church, and accusing her of iaimorali- erytning cut; naa Deen stacked.
oeen
nave
maae
Bounds
tne
saies
several
Trains.
ty, Homer yilson yesterday ootainea
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
last two days. H. H. Wilson has sold
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
a divorce from Nann.e Wilson.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
his farm near Otis to C. O. Rickman the north bound train and arrives at
move
to
town
will
in
a
and
few
days.
to
m.
Death.
7
Taos at p.
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Boy Dragged
Ten vear old Roland Pronps wag Mr. Magruder has sold his farm at
Ten miles shorter than any other
85
Telephone
Telephone 85
the
transfer
being, completed way. Good covere
hacks and good
dragged to his death near Bynum, Cha- Malaga,
vm rnnntv. H waa attemDtine to yesterday. There are a number of teams. Fare $5.00 round trio. Teams
lasso a cow when his horse became homeseekers here now and several furnished commercial men to take in
the surrounding towns. Wire Embudo
frantic and draseed the boy with his deals are under way.
The remains of W. C. . Alyon, who Station.
own lariat to his death.
died Saturday night, were sent this
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
Crazed Over Child's Death.
morning to Prlnceville, 111., where his
sanwas
reside.
a
Mr.
Mrs. W .F. Johnson shot herself parents
Alyon
and unimproved City Property, Orchards
W. H. KERR
twice with a revolver at her home near itary inspector and has been super-ol- d
FOR SALE
I
AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.
Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Fort Bliss, on the Texas, New intending the dipping of cattle on the
Mexico boundary, not far from El plains. He was brought in a week Phone us, we wjll be glad to call for
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
Paso, because of the death of her ago very ill with pneumonia, but in yeur laundry on Mondays and Tuesand one of the finest orchards on the Tesuqoe at a Bargain.
daughter, Madeline. The spite of the best medical care he pass days and deliver on Thursdays and
ed away. The case is pathetic as he Fridays.
woman will die.
was just completing his work and had
Modern Residences for Rent.
All work is guaranteed; your socks
made arrangements to be married on are mended and buttons sewed ea
Sat Down In Gasoline.
Eduardo Montoya, at Trinidad, acci- the day that he died. His affianced yeur shirts without extra charge.
103
dentally sat down in a pan of gasoline bride received word of his illness and PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
Palace Ave.
and later, lit a match by rubbing it came here immediately, but reached
across his trousers. Flames envelop- here an hour after his death. The
ed him in a moment and he jumped in- Masonic lodge at .Clayton, of which
to the Animas river. He sustained Mr. Alyea was a member, took charge
of the remains.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
painful but no serious burns.
The Democratic central committee
La Salle Restaurant
of Eddy countjr meets tomorrow to
Pastor Killed by Deacon.
The Rev. A. D. Edwards, pastor of decide on the" primary. The date
CHAS. OANN, Prop.
the Central Baptist church at Denver practically agreed on will be Septem
was shot to death after he had con ber 23fl. The committee for the fifth
Telephone 11.
fessed to J. J. "Manuel, a member of judicial district will call a primary Two Doors Below F.
Andrews Sesra.
Uis flock, that he had wrecked his for the same date to name candidates
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single ..
Meals 25 Cents
home. Manuel walked to police head- for district judge and district attor- - Regular
Short Order at ail Hours
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.
quarters and surrendered.
BOARD BY THE WEEK SUW
HOW'S THI87
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re- feenca Noodle Order
Rancher's Unmentionable Crime,
Whea hi Need of Anyttilar
20c a dish
Thomas Ounston, a. wealthy ranch, ward for any case of Catarrh that can.
New York Chop Suey Me.
in fbe LIVERY LINE.
er, was arrested at Cheyenne, Wyo- not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Drivers
Foraidxi
,
F. J. CHENEY & CO., ToCko, O.
ming, yesterday, charged with a stat
We, the undersigned, have' known F.
Dora
utory crime against
Wilson. An attempt is also being J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and beDen Caspar Ave.
made to locate
May Irma lieve him perfectly honorable la all
Hedley, who was last seen with Guns business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
ton.
r
For Best Laundry Work
by his firm.
WII1 Defend 8oldler.
Waldnf. K'nnan & Marvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
The war department will asx the
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter- BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
attorney general of the United States
HACK SERVICE
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
to designate special counsel to defend nally, acting directly upon the blood
Mr
Per
at
popular sHsss BubsIm an4 saddle tiereaa.
Private Gilbert at Fort Bayard, Grant and mucous surfaces of the system.
county, who waB arrested and cou-- , Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
BACK USE
CCMICK'S
O. K. Barber Shop.
at
jTency
victed before a justice of the peace at per bottle. Jold by all Druggists.
Mrs. P. O. Brown, Agent.
Paeae Mack ttft.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
Central of discharging firearms in a
settlement. Gilbert said he shot at a
Phone Red No. 22.
Phone, Red No. 2

Wife's Affection Worth $2,500.
Wovnand has filed Suit in
.- - nr,o,- - vr Msnn riamases
Sole Agent For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
against V. E. Herndon for alienating
4LFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package the affections of his wife.

'

rarlahad. v M.. Ane. ai.Th
man Pnrtor Tnws.in waa trivm

Pu.

.

.

Why Import Mineral Water ?

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

Phone Black

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

45

PIANOS

PIAN05

They have hundreds of
in New Mexico

ten months.

Chickering Bros.
Bush and Lane.

satisfied customers
Co.

Learnard-Llndeman- n

Schiller,
Vjctor
Jesse-Frenc-

Milton and the World Famous Cecilian
Interior Player Pianos, and many
other makes.
This firm has purchased over six
car loads of pianos during the past
LEARNARD-L1NDEMAN-

The Square Music Dealers
SANTA

::

;

Albuquerque,

N. M.

FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL

CO.
:: Established

FE

THE

and Arizona.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
to them regarding pianos, prices and
terms will prove to prospective plane
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lln-dema- n
Co. will meet every customer
more than half way in making
purchase of a piano a simple nd satisfactory business transaction, not on
I of doubt and uncertainty.

N

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
Kinds
Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger

j

oal

Wood

Screened

1900

CO.

WATER

Lump

Kfs.FVrai

R.

J. CRICHTON

LUMBER & COAL YARD
Building Materials

Dawson Coal.

5Za

FRUIT BOXES

j

Flagstaff Standard Peach and Apple Boxes,
(let your order in. The price is right.
Near Union Depot
333 HICKOX STREET,
Those Famous

PHONE, RED 100-

three-year-ol- d

-

F. M. JONES.

FRUIT BOXES

LIVERY STABLE

FOR STANDARD APPLE, PEACH
AND PEAR BOXES
SEND YOUR ORDERS TO

FRANK F. GORMLEY, SANTA FE, N. M.
436 Canon Road.

Phone

19 Black.

CALL

UP

MORGAN LIVERY CO.
Successor to
P. Williams

Imperial Laundry

B.

have purchased the entire stock of horses and equipment formerly
Owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want I will endeavor
to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.
I

Phone 9

CHA5. CLOSSON
FIRST CLASS

AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST
Phone 139 Red
Santa Fe, N. M
I

-
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REACHING THE SPOT.

It Can

Be Done, So Scores

(nniiDCTiTinii ip

of Santa

Fe Citizens Say.

To cure an aching tack,
The pains of rheumatism.
The tired-ou- t
feelings,
Tou must reach the spot get at
the cause.
In most cases 'tis the Kidneys,
Doan's Kidney Pills are for tho
kidneys.
Mrs. Agripina de Gonsales. 102 Garcia St., Santa Fe, N. Mex.r says: "In
KidSeptember, 1906, I used Doan's
had
which
backache
for
Pills
ney
been a source of much annoyance. In
the morning when I arose my back
was so lame and painful that I could
hardly stoop. I knew that my trouble
was due to disordered kidneys and I
was finally led to try Doan's Kidney
Pills, by the good reports I heard
The contetns of one
about them.
box of this remedy drove away all my
pains and I am happy to state that
my cure has been permanent."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
centa. 'FosteD-MilburStates.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Not Coal Land.)
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Laud Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
July 29. 191L
Notice is hereby given that Vicente
Lucero, of Pecos, N. M., who, on July
30, 1906, made homestead entry No.
for lot 4, SW 4 SW
Sec.
NW
Sec. 24, and the W
25, Township 15 N Range 11 E., N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make final five year proof,
to establish claim to the land above
1--

9734-0765- 8,

1--

1--2

OF INDEPENDENCE

DECLARATION

uuwmmun ia
DEftMTRftDE

S ANT A

BY

GREAT

TRIBUNE OF NATIVE PEOPLE

es

Republican Party Where He Finds Justice
and Fraternity.

man Law
LEI

MESS

HONE

Combination and
Restraint of Trade Are
Necessary.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Boston, Aug. 30. A protest again
"further experiments in drastic legis
lation" against business interests was
voiced by William B. Hornblower of
New York in an address on "Anti- Trust Legislation and Litigation" at
tonight's session of the annual meet
ing of the American Bar Association.
Mr. Hornblower declared that the
Sherman anti-trulaw, failed to com
ply with what he considered the
requisites of a proper statute.
"This statute," he said, "never has
been and never can be literally and
strictly applied. To so applv it would
produce chaos in the business world.
The statute must be applied not ac
cording to its language but according

to its reasonable mew'ng or else it
becomes the instrument of injustice
and of ruin to the mercantile comtium- ity.

"Tnere is a point at which competent becomes the death of trade. Un-

described, before Register or Receiv due competition may lead to monopoly
er tt. S. Ijind Office at Santa Fe, while a reasonable regulation or a reaN. M., on the 14th day of September, sonable agreement between the com1911.
petitors may prevent monopoly. Prohibition of all combinations and of all
Claimant names as witnesses:
both
Pedro Rivera. Jose Romero,
restraint of trade is un.vise Civilizaof
of Pecos, N. M., Enriquez Romero,
tion means
cooperation
Glorleta, N. M and Candido Rivera, means
combination;
combinatioa
M.
N.
means restraint of competition."
cf Santa Fe,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Touching of the criminal aspect of
Register. the Sherman Law, Mr. Hornblower
said:
Notice for Publication.
""Public opinion appears now to be
Not coal land.
for victims. It is not satisclamoring
Department of the Interior,
fied with damages or injunctions or
TJ. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
but punish
Receiverships,
July 29, 1911. possible
thn.t: Seferino ment of individuals is loudly called for.
xt. - feaiukTiv
Protests are even made against mere
Lucero of Pecos, N. M., who on July
Actual
an 1MB. made homestead entry. No.
imprison
ment of the offenders is demanded
n7fiI!ft
, a src 1.4. SB
"For
I
'la f unite as townsniD 15
myself, do not hesitate to say
tnat the sweeping penaj provisions of
N range 11 E N M. P. meridian, has
ar unwise and unjust, and
filed notice of' intention to make final
snould
mate more limited in their
to
claim
r
establish
to
proof,
h- - lonfl
hnv rteRcribed. before reg- - scPe and much more definite and
ister or receiver, TJ. S. Land Office at certain Acts ofinmoral turpitude, if
denned
advance, may well
Santa Fe N M., on tne 14th day of ProPeny
be made criminal. Such acts of moral
1011
atatnw
Claimant names as witnesses: Don- - turpitude are, for instance, the use
unfair mims to suppress competi-mineaclano Gonzales, Jose L. Martinez, Do- - P.f
tlon and t0 crush out rivals, and agree.
Martinez. Juan Jose Martinez,
ments with competitors to raise prices
all of Pecosr N. M.
or to restrict production.
To mnk
MANTJED R. OTERO,
restraint of trade' criminal, irrespec
Register. tive of the methods
pursued to accom
plish the restraint, is to punish alike
the intentional malefactor and the
TIMETABLE ALL'
honorable and upright business man
LOCAL TRAINS who has been guilty
only of a techniThe following are the time tables cal violation of a prohibitory law."
, .
..4.1
si the local railroads:
jiuuLucr suggestion nas been re
cently exploited and has the support
"A. T. A 8. F. Ry."
oi able advocates, namely, the creation by the federal government of a
Leave
8.10 a. m. connect with No 2 west commission or a number of commis.
siohs who shall have power to reguhound. No. 10 eastbound.
Returning arrive d Santa Fe 12:10 late prices of articles of intpratata
commerce. To my mind, this is an &vp. m.
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, west palling suggestion. ' Nothing short of
bound.
omniscience can enable such commis
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30 sion to perform its work with intelli- gence and with safety to the best in-p. m.
7:20 P. m. conect with no. 7 ana terests of producer and consumer
"I believe that the Sherman law as
9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 tastDouna
e 11 :l (interpreted and enforced by the su
Returning arriv at San.
P. m.
jpreme court is quite adequate, so far,
I at
D. & ft.' Q. By.
least, as civil remedies are con
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
cerned, to meet any further attempts
I at dangerous
Arrive 3:05 p. m. from north,
aggregations of capital."
t-

Notice for Publication.
before the register or receiver. U. S.
hood, the constitutional convention
Not coal land.
met at Santa Fe on the 3d day of
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., on the
October, A. D., 1910, and what did we Department of the Interior,
14th day of September, 191L
see there? Nine counties
in New U. S. Land Office ai ranta Fe, N. M.
o
Claimant names as witnesses:
Mexico are undlsputedly Democratic,
July 29,1911.
N. M.; Pedro
ot
Santa
Rivera
Fe,
and had an aggregate representation
Notice is hereby given that Romaldo
N. M.; Enriquez Rivof 26 members In that convention, but Lucero, of Pecos, N. M., who, oa July Rivera, of Pecos,
N. M.; Bicente Lucero
of
era
Glorieta,
among them there was not one of the 30, 190C, made homestead entry, No. of
Pecos, N. M.
native element of our electorate, ln
W
for lot Z, and SE
MANUEL R. OTERO.
NW
spite of the fact that many thousands Sec. 24, and E
section 23,
Register.
of them reside in those counties. township 15 N, range 11 K.. N. M. P.
What is the logical deduction to be. meridian, has flkd notice of IntenUon
drawn from these circumstances? And to make final
try
r
If you want anything on
proof, to estabdoes such conduct manifest any dis- lish claim to the land above described,
New Mexican V'ant Ad.
position to fraternize and to do equal
Justice to all? The facts speak for
themselves and furnish the undis
On
guised answer to the question.
the other hand, the representation
rom the Republican counties in the!
constitutional convention was made!
up of all elements of our mixed population. The foregoing circumstances!
added to many others which would be
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
exceedingly unpleasant and vexatious
to enumerate, have forced upon me
the humiliating conviction that, in the
DIRECTED BY THE CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
Democratic
party of New Mexico,
an
of
exists
element
intolerance
there
THE OLDEST AND MOST POPULAR INSTITUTION IN
that should not be countenanced or
THE SOUTHWEST
encouraged, because it tends directly
to the destruction of that feeling of
among
harmony and
LITERARY and SCIENTIFIC
us all so essential to our happiness
and material prosperity. That that
Academic and Preparatory Courses from Separate Departments
element is not In the Nia? ity In the
Send for Prospectus
Boarding and Day Students.
party, I sincerely believe, but I am
afraid that it is strong enough, even
now, to make Its pernicious tendenStudies Resumed
BROTHER EDWARD. PRES
cies felt Inside and outside of the
September 5th.
party; it certainly makes me appre
hensive for the future welfare of a
very large number of the people of
New Mexico, and it has marked the
end of my period of usefulness to our
citizenship zs a member of that
party.

ties, where I addressed the voters.
Las Vegas, N. M, Aug. 29, 1911
Democratic Discrimination.
Hon. W. C. McDonald, Chairman,
I dwelt with insistence on that one
Democratic Territorial Central Comcondition essential to success, viz:
mittee, Carrizozo, N. M.
My Dear Mr. McDonald It be that the voters should go to the polls
comes my painful duty to tender to and cast their ballots, particularly so
you my resignation as a memuer ai as it was evident that tho opposition
arge of the Democratic Territorial j would bend every energy to retain
Central Committee of New Mexico, the supremacy that was fast slipping
and in doing so, a due regard to the from their hands. In this I was not
place that I have occupied in the mistaken; in all the strong Republican
anks of the Democratic party In tnis counties of the territory, the local
lost
territory, demands that I make known tickets were almost completely
to the membership of the party, and sight of in the determined and comto the public at large, the reasons bined effort to defeat me. The result
hat have impelled me to take this was that I lost the counties of Union,
step, and whicb nave Deen oirecuy Mora and San Miguel, that had gone
instrumental in deciding my political for me at the previous election, but
course for the future. It must have we won the counties of "Colfax and
cen apparent to you, and to the elec Torrance, and retained Guadalupe aim
torate of New Mexico in general, for, Rio Arriba, all of them strong Repubndeed. I have made no secret of my lican counties; besides, the Republiset purpose and determination in that can majorities in nearly all of the
marf gard, that in the very active pan other Republican counties were
that I have taken in the political, terially reduced; as a whole, we mainth-ground that we had gained
struggles in this territory during the- tained
last ten or twelve years, while earn- in 1906 in the Republican strongholds
scly striving to build up "and strength of the territory, and the election
en the Democratic party, I have bent would have been won if the eastern
all my energies and best efforts to Democratic counties had but given
bring together, in fraternal fellow- the head of the ticket the same sup-ol
make
elements
that
port that they gave to the balance
various
the
hip
p our collective citizenship, so that, the ticket. But how was it there?
by mutually recognizing and by ac- Eddy county gave a majority of 684
cording the one to the other the equal for the head of the ticket, while the
ahts to which we are all entitled average majority for all other candi
under the law, we might all join in dates was 966. The average majority
combined and united effort to build for the local ticket in Roosevelt counup and develop the natural resources ty was 1083, while the head of the
of our beloved territory, so soon now ticket carried the county by only
to become a sovereign
county only gave a majority
state, and
feel that we are all brothers, enjoy- of 562. as against one of 670 in the
ing an equal measure of rights and elections of 1906. In consequence of
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COURSES-COMMERC-

Mature Deliberation.
This has been my firm conviction
for some time past, but a man does
not lightly abandon the Ideals of a
lifetime, nor does he at my day of
life easily break loose from associa
tions in which he has grown old.
s
without snapping many
that bind him closely to set convic
tions which he has honestly and sin
cerely nourished and sustained, the
separation is bitter as the last farewell of a father to his child, it is
like the last look at the closing grave.
Hence, it is that, although I told my
friend, the Hon. H. B. Fergusson, at
Santa Fe, when the territorial Democratic convention that met In that
city on the 17th day of December,
heart-string-

had declared against the
adoption of the constitution, that my
connection with the Democratic party
A. D., 1910,

New MexijD Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Department as "Distinguished Institution." Army officers detailed by War

Department

Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern

'"
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had come to an end, upon more calm
and sober reflection I withheld final m all respects.
action, in tne nope tnat I might, see
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
my way clear to still remain ln the
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pree.
party. The Intervening period, howJ. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
has
been
one
of
excruciating
e'er,
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
menial suffering, for the more I rea-- i
and W. A. FINLEY.
soned with myself, the stronger grew
the conviction that the moment of For particulars and Illustrated cathe final separation would inevitably talogues address:
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
come; and it has come.
Superintendent
Will Work In Republican Ranks.
Duty calls on me to devote the last
weak efforts of my remaining days ln
the support of that party which has
given proofs of its willingness
and
disposition to respect the rights of
all alike. Nor am I unmindful of the

8

i

A
.Pi

personal disadvantages that this resolve will place me under, for I fully
realize that the Democratic party .today in New Mexico, is not the weak,
almost impotent party that I had the
nonor to lead In 1906; today, ;that
party is strong, robust and fulf of
virile life, well able and amply equip
ped to sustain the struggle for party
I also feel that the servsupremacy.
ices I have rendered that party in
the past, would reasonably secure to
me honorable recognition at Its hands
in the future. On the other hand. I
have no right to demand, and I shall
certainly not ask for, anything from
my new political companions; but in
tne discharge of duty, as God has
made me understand it, I leave the
honored place to which I am entitled
there, to join the plain ranks of the
Republican party.
In conclusion, allow me to eay, my
New Mexico Central Ry.
OCTAVIANO LARRAZOLO.
dear Mr. McDonald, that In severing
Leave 6:45 p. m., conlectB with No. PROCEEDINGS OF THE BOARD OF The Democratic Tribune, Who Has J oined the Ranks of ' the Republican
our political relations I carry with me
county COMMISSIONERS.
I east and 1 south and west
i
;
Workers.
no maliceo towards any one, I shall
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connections
of
M.
,
Attorns
y
Read.)
Benjamin
(By courtesy
ever cherisB with fond pride my
I
;
from No. 3 east
Santa Fe, N. M.,
friendship for you and for those who
1911
August 22,
honored me with their
'
have
a
Woman,
Many Suffering
Regular Meeting,
privileges ln a land that is the com- this, the election was lost by the
net
Drags herself painfully through
The Board of County Commissioners mon heritage of us and of our child narrow margin of 388 votes, and thus With the assurance of
my high per
...
one more defeat was added to the
dally tasks, suffering from back ache, met ln rom.ar
ren.
sonal regard and esteem for you, I
'
nervousness, loss of appetite and poor SnArVs. .v.,-- ,,,,
T
had
uninter
we
sustained
n
many that
am.
Judge Future By Past
Wnn
sleep, not knowing her ills are due to PIn
ruptedly since 1898. After this elec-- Very respectfully and sincerely yours,
fulfill
Democratic
Will
the
party
kidney and bladder troubles Foley mUslonr8
w Arml jo,' clerk" those aspirations? Does its past his- ,tion, In January, 1909, the contest
O. A. LARRAZOLO.
Kidney Pills give quick relief from
Mr. C. C. Closson was in attendance
return
a
and
of
and
ZIZcommittee
:::::
prompt
heard
rC.
the
m
misery
pain
Sheriff.
.71.?,
proper
irvc:
II..
by
iuc
LAMY WILL GET GRAND
mai ii win rtsayeui me rig u lb- vl
to health and strength. ' No woman
The Board revised and approved the various elements
of our citizenship, Congress,
NEW 8CH00L HOUSE.
overlook
who Buffers can afford to
Democratic Indifference,
Assessor's books for the year 1911, and should It obtain the control of our
Is
to
defeat
that
the
It
needless
say
Foley Kidney Pills. For sale by all omciany signed the same.
state government, and thus secure
druggists.
Upon motion the Board adjourned. HonnMiv anri ttmnA wfll omnn. via all which I had Just suffered in the ter- Superintendent and Mrs. John V. Con
way Have Resumed Their Ed,, h.-nritory, greatly weakened whatever
nnnnnitni
' I. SPARKS,
1
ucational Trips.
The New, Mexteno maun
nay
ntad
: Chairman of the Board. prosperity? We can only fortell the cnanf
,mlf"
tass prepared dvn tad erlmlaal Attest:
fiit ura Tiv liirlirltiir frnm iha no at
pu)
'nection I wish to remark that, the County School Superintendent John
dockets especially for the use of jus
a d '
GEO. W. ARMiuO,
;
tices ot the pases. They are especialcommittee on elect ons that V .Conway visited Lamy yesterday,
Clerk of the Board.
Let us briefly review that past At
heard
my contest consisted of nine where he addressed a mass meeting
ly ruled, with , printed headings, in
of
out
elections
of
the
1904,
general
either Spanish or English, mads ot
six Republicans and three of the citizens of the school district.
members,
a .total vote of 43,011 ln the territory.
PROPOSALS.
course of the It was agreed to dispose of the old
good record paper, strongly and dor
over
J
the
the:??018:
Republican
majority
Sealed proposals will he received
school building, which is in poor conably bound, with leather back
to
was
Democratic
Congress
delegate
covers and canvas sides, hall tuH until September 10, 1911, for the con 8,599. In view of that
met all the Republican members of dition, and to build a new and modern
decrushing
index In front and the tees of Justicet struction of a club house for the Sanwhich was but a repetition, Oh the committee, but only met one of structure on the site recently purcas- of the peace and cons tables printed ta Fe Lodge No. 460 B. P. O E. Elks. feat,
a larger scale however, of our re-- the Democratic members, the Honor ed from T. W. Hanna. The superin
In full on tho first page. The pages Plans can be seen at the office of I. nentfid
William E. Tou Velle. Of Ohio tendent will send the plans to the
fnnrM In the nast. when the
tnchea These book areH. & W. M. Rapp Co., Architects, San- territorial Democratic convention met "
are 10
luer wu seuueuieu never av school directors and bids will be asked
Fe, N. M., and Trinidad, Colorado. al Santa Fe in Sentemhnr. 1906. toitenaed any of tne Sittings, and I nev-- for in a few dayB.
Uftde up in dvU and criminal docket. I
Each hid to be accompanied by a cerMparate ot 3 pages each, or with tified
a candidate for delegate toler met them-- The Republican majort- - No bonds will be voted upon and
check of 5 per cent of the nominate
both civil and criminal hound ia pat
Cnneresa
committee, as was very nat- citizens will not be asked to contribit was found that no one .v i
amount of proposal. The building
hook. 80 page eMl and 810
to be expected, made their re-- ute toward .the new building, as there
urally
to
accent
was
the
leaderehin
willine
Re- criminal. To Introduce them they are committee reserve the right to reject of a
is a sufficient amount of money in the
hopeless cause. Finally, after ,Vort upholding the election of the
amy and all bids. A surety bond of
offered at the following prioaa
out me democratpuoucan
two
to
SDent
dava
candidate,
fruitless
ln
efforts
building fund, with which to pay all
IS.7I 50 per cent will .be required from the
Otvll or Criminal
find a candidate, the nomination wasiIC minomy, noiwunsianuipg tne un- expenses incurred, and at the same
4.0C
successful
bidder.
..
Crur.ui.il
Combined Civil and
tendered to me; I accepted It, and the contradicted proof of my election, did time hold at least an eight months'
C. A. BISHOP,
For 41 centa a!i'onal tor a alngl
to all, for I presume n01 Ten nie a protest against tne ma- - term of school this year.
Chairman Bldg. Com. resultnois known
docket or 66 cent additional for a
candid
man,
that
acquainted wlth',r,tT report.
The superintendent, accompanied by
mmhlnntVm docket thav will be Seat
the facts, will deny that I was legally! Democrats Opposed to Native People Mrs. Conway, left this morning on a
bv man or nreoald exnreaa. Cash 111 Lots of Time Means Loss or Pay.
Uoon my, being Illegally I rouowing tne uniooxea ior result business
trip, in connection with the
att I Kidney trouble and the Ills It breeds elected.
order.
toU must accompany
the election of 1908, and the unjus-hfn- r
counted out, a contest was Instituted
means
I
schools, to Chlmayo, Santa Cruz and
tost
time
and
lost pay to many
Unable
of
Democratic
lately , whether English or Spatial
conduct
the
of
the
United
the Congress
I
They will return Sat
,.
working man. M. Balent, Ul4 Lit
ailnted beading Is wanted.
of the Congressional com- other districts.
or
ue renna St., Btreator. HI., was so States for the seat of delegate from minority
Sunday.
urday
on
elections that heard my
Before that contest mittee
I bad from kidney and bladder trouble this territory.
TO AND PROM POWELL.
was heard, however, the elections of: case, many of our Democrats went
I
More people, i men ana women, are
could
not
that
he
Autoaobue
with
mad
Connecdona
work, but he says: 1908 were held, and
again was the i Into the Republican ranks, others left
line at Vaughn for RosweTt, av-- l took Foley Kidney Pills for only Democratic nomination for Congress w territory, while several prominent suffering fron kidney and bladder
short time and got entirely, well conferred on me.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros-lThe result of the and active party workers declared trouble than ever before, and each
wall at :I0 a. m. and arrives at Ko I ana was soon able to go back to work. previous election had made It almost that they would retire from active year more of them turn for quick rewell at I:0 p. m. Aatomobuo leaves I ana am feeling well and healthier than certain that that nomination was participation in politics. But let me lief and permanent benefit t(Foley's
Roswell tor Vaughn at p. n. Ths I Before." Foley Kidney Pills are tonic practically equivalent to an election, pursue this review of events a little Kidney Remedy, which has proven
and Torrance jm action, quick in. results a good if the Democrats, ln the Democratic farther. Pursuant to the act of Con- - Itself to be one of the most effective
fare between Santa
4a 16,80 and between Torrance) an I trVead to the working man or woman counties of New Mexico, would but'tresa of June 20th, 1910, providing tor remedies for kidney and bladder ailBesarr centa oa aut I wno suners xrom anmay ma. For do their duty at the polls, and ln the. the admission of the territories . of ments, that medical science has de
Roswell 610
taotUe )r wlr- -J. W kHoOcrl. , lials by all drmndsts.
many political meetings in those eoun. New Mexico and Aritona to atate-- vised. For sale bw all druggists.
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Cen-did-

William B. Hornblower Crit-isizOctaviano A, Larrazolo Will Henceforth Work in Ranks of
Workings of Sher-

MUST

FE, N.

Reliable School Shoes!

We have made special preparations to
get together the best assortment of strong,
neat, welUfitting School Shoes, and our
exceptionally low prices will be easy on
The prices are shaved
your pocket-boodown to the lowest point possible, as we
do not believe in big profits and few
sales, but prefer small profits and many
satisfied customers.
k.

Shoes for Boys.
WE HAVE THEM IN

Box

'

Calf,

Valour, Kangaroo,
Russet, Tan,

'

and Patent Leather
BUTTON OR LACE

Uu.

.

A...

'

I

-

-

..............

-

.

ALL PRICES, FROM

$1.35to$3.50
A PAIR.

Our line of FERRIS SHOES we
can honestly rec- commend to everybody who wants some-

For Girls

thing extra good and neat.
ALL STYES, BUTTON OR LACE.

Yici Kid, Gun Metal or Patent Leather.
Prices range
from

t 4
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THE KEW raLXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES,
Editor and President.
Vice President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER.
CHAS. M. STAUFFER,
Secretary-TreasureGeneral Manager.
r.

Entered at Second Clas
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, pei week, by carrier

Dailj, per month, by carrier...
Dally, per month, by mail
Daily, per year, by mail

Matt er at the SanU Fe Postotflce.
Dcily, six

month,

by

.25
six month
.76 Weekly,
.66 Weekly, per year
7.00 Weeky. per quarter

mail..... 12.60
1.00

. ... 2.00
..

...w

.50

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

It Is sent to
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico.
every poBtotflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
' amon the
Intelligent and progressiva people of the Southwest.
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that has taken the best of the life
time of e, man who is nothing short
of a genius?
There is the satisfac
tion for him of work well done; of
having inscribed his name high in the
hall of fame; of having accomplished
a great service for his commonweath.
There should also be the appreciation
of his contemporaries, and , that can
best be given by reading the volume
attentively, lovingly, with admiration
Patriotism and love
and with pride.
for this Sunshine State cannot but be
increased greatly through perusing
this history and applying the lessons
learned to modern day conditions.
Colonel Twitchell hasj the conclud-

LEAD. NG FACTS OF NEW MEXICO
HISTORY.
Every promise and every prediction
made as to Colonel R. E. Twitchell's
"Leading Facts of New Mexico History" are borne out by the first volume just received from the Torch
Press. In fact, the finished book exceeds expectations. It is a joy to the
eye to begin with, for it is easily the
handsomest volume to find place in
the New Mexico Historical Library.

Mexico, despite the fact that the tour
lies through twelve states, thus prov
ing incidentally that New Mexico possesses a drawing power, for tourists
superior even to that of Colorado or
California.
Of these eight pictures,
the four finest are of good roads in
New Mexico, all uree of them of the
Scenic Highway and Circle or Sena
Drive. But here comes the strange
story. Evidently fearing
part of
w give credit tor most or the scenic
attractions to New Mexico, one of the
pictures, that of the superb switchback over La Bajada Hiii, is labeled:
"A mountain rroad in Colorado," and
another, the deep sand cut in the
Scenic Highway 'between La Bajada
and Algodones, as "A Sand Cut in Arizona." To add insult to injury, it is
stated that this road was built by the.
United States, when it was the terri.
tory of New Mexico which constructed
it. By far the finest mountain view,
however, is that from the Sena Drive
at Santa Fe, revealing a magnificent
footpanorama of pinon and cedar-clahills rising higher and higher, finally
reaching almost 13,000 feet in the
Lake Peaks and Mount Baidy. It mere-ldemonstrates again, that it pays the
commonwealth to build roads mto its
mountains and forests, for the advertising of this particular pamphlet
alone is worth thousands of dollars to
New Mexico, and will eventually bring
here many
tourists and automobile owners. To back up this free
advertising of New Mexico's glorious
mountains and forests, the scenic highways must be kept in good condition
and must be extended so as to
with each other, thus affording
inlet as well as outlet to tourists who
are crossing the continent, and who,
if given the opportunity,, ..will pronounce New Mexico, the grandest add
most attractive from the tourist standpoint as well as from the standpoint
of climate and roads, of all the forty-eigstates of the Union. ' '

THURSDAY, AUGUST 31, 1911.

R. J. PALEN, President.
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How About

Think Abdut It!

I

THE

--

MOULTON-ESP-

MEXICO.

ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

j

sonal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks
in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and
foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of money to all
parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as are given by
any money transmitting agency public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum, on
six months' or years' time. ' Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes all orders
of its patrons in the banking line, and aims to extend to them
as liberal treatment in all respects as is consistent with safety
and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.

Window Frames.
Door Frames,
Dry Run Flooring

Mouldings,
Casings, Base,

Wainscotting,
Ceiling,
Custom Work,
v

guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable..

We solicit a liberal share of your patronage.

o

BANK

Transacts a general banking- - business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of per-

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

Estimates cheerfully furnished.
From a typographic standpoint it
could not be excelled.' The beautiful
Specifications, Etc.
Phone Black 33166.
pictures are brought out to. their best
advantage; the letter press is clear
and artiscic; the proof reading most
'
It will deal
ing volume in press.
painstaking and accurate.
vassing the vote, for certifying to it tory of New Mexico and in the office
the Mexican and
under
events
with
of
the American
But it is the spirit, the soul
After the direct primary is out of the of the probate clerk and
reand reaching
governments
book, that the New Mexican desires into
way, the machinery must be! set ia corder of tbe county of San Juan, in
will no doubt be
days,
present
especially to commend. Its more than fully as interesting, fully as striking
motion for the election. New Mexico the Territory of New Mexico, and that
500 pages are the result of many years
will be through with its state election the said defendant do vacate and sura work, although it can hardly excel
of research among original resources;
by the time Arizona gets finished with render to the plaintiff the possession
Volume No. 1, in any particular
its illustrations are a collection of
its primaries. There is one advantage thereof, when the said plaintiff shall
pictures for which Europe and Ameriin this.- The National Committees have constructed at least twenty miles
ca were scoured, although, it must
can concentrate all their strength and of railroad substantially complete for
IT WILL ALWAYS BE THUS.
be confessed the most striking are
reserve on inw Mexico first and then use, within the Territory of New Mexof
Enreau
Mexico
New
The
Immigraand
the
of
Cliff
those
the
Dwellings
LET THE CRITIC TRY IT.
throw all their strength into Arizona. ico along the line adopted by it as
cartoonists
because
.'tion
the
is
peeved,
mural paintings by Carl Lotav in the
The women of France; Tuesday, by It will also help to carry Arizona for set forth-- " and described in, its comadmission
the
of
the country finding
New MpsI
Museum at Santa Fe.
New Mexico to statehood a prolific the thousands, marched up and down the Republicans to have New Mexico plaint, and shall actually enter upon
taken by Jesse Nusbaum of the Mu-'o- f
streets of the larger and smeller go for the Republican party princi- the grading of its line of railroad beseum staff, and whose photograph of inspiration for cartoons,
depict the the
towns, looting the stores because of ples, protection of the "wool industry tween Farmington, New Mexico, and
a
or
sta'te
as
a
new
either
cowboy
on
lone
a
the Puye
Indian standing
the high prices the retailers charged and Republican state "officers and leg- Durango, Colorado, along the said line
cliffs viewing the sun setting over Spanish grandee." It says in its latest
for life's necessities. If nothing else, islature by a tremendous majority.
adopted by the plaintiff and in the
the Truchas peaks, forms a most ap- - bulletin:
this incident proves that the high cost
said complaint described and providChicigo-coloreof
Wilder
a
does
the
with
"But
propriate frontispiece, together
comis not a local phenomenon
ROSWELL CASES ARE DECIDED. ed that the plaintiff shall have
for instance, think for of living world-widportrait of Fray Juan de Tor- - Record-Herale
but isa
with
to
all
condition
plied
The
precedent
complaint.
our
of
our irrigated land3,
But even all this is only an instant
quemado.
such construction, still to be performContinued from Page One.
the framework in which the author mines, our ranges, cur splendid scon-ha- s real matter of fact is, that human deed by it in order to conform to the
sires outrun human idustry. If the
breathed the breath of life. The ery, in drawing h's very frieudly
of today were satisfied with the
provisions of the laws of New Mexipeople
fiere
across
to
the
the
the
our
that
were,
admission
lCcm
sweep
spohdents,
figures
appellants,
dijic;ing
co relating to the laying out and
kind
of
to
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that
lot
living
of
the
are
the
on
the
from
times
and
still
the earliest
to,
.union? No: for a A'rg'e ni cute The
May 2, 1911,
pages
construction of railroads."
their
there
would
no
be
forefathers,
end of the Spanish regime are not flrst idea that pops into his head is
mayor and city council of Roswell,
mere puppets; they are real human the development dissipating idea of high cost of living problem; or if the and constituted the governing body
beings; the dry bones of history be. the bad man with the gun, set in a people who earn $20 to $50 a week of that city under the laws' of New
could be as happy and contented as Mexico. At a
come life, romance, without depart- - scenario of sand hills and cactus,
regular meeting of
THE SPEEDER.
ing one jot or tittle from the truth.
"it js not the cartoonist's fault. It are a thousand families in Santa Fe said body held May 2, 1911, a petition
who
live
on
to
$3.00
One gains a new conception of the i3 the popular impression, that's all.
$6.00 a week, for an election on the commission
mighty deeds of the Conquistadores He' may and probably does know that there would be less talk about the form of government, under Chapter
and the martyrs without losing sight New Mexico is not a desert nor a ren-o- f government
If 87, Act of 1909, of the Assembly of
regulating prices.
the personal motives that animated dezvous for armed and booted bad every man and woman paid their tjills New Mexico, purporting to bear the
them, and the general frailties that men But he knows that the pictured promptly, retailers could clip off a signatures of 584 residents and elect"
are the universal human lot.
igun man wiu strike tne popular fancj few cents a pound from many an arti ors of the city of Roswell was presuch and so he draws the said bad man cle ui ireuessiry wnose cost seems sented and was immediately referred
to
have
For any commonwealth
a chronicler is fortunate. Henceforth, and helps the popular impression on higher than it ought to be. Few re- to a commute?? of three members of
tailers and fewer wholesalers are get- the council, with instructions to inNew Mexico need not complain that a little further.
her annals have been neglected; that
"We have been admitted to state- ting rich nowadays from their profits vestigate and: report on the sufficiency
lier past hes been clouded by the hood and we are a mighty good state, and if any one thinks that the pro- of the petition. At the next regular
ducers and manufacturers are making meeting of the mayor and council,
mists of tradition, for here, in this we know it But the chap back in
the-- events from the time of the iinois and Ohio and New York and money too easy there is no law to held June 9, '1911, the committee refirst Spanish explorers, until the day Massachusetts does not know it. He keep the critic from going into the pro- ported that "after disregarding as
when the Mexican flag displaced the tas a very different idea of us the ducing, manufacturing, wholesaling signers the names of such persons as
have petitioned for leave to withdraw,
or retailing business himself.
Spanish, are clearly set forth, are cartoonist's idea,
"Has he taken up automobiling as
and names of persons not electors,
. .
,,,
keenly analyzed, are summed up as it
or U8tthe vel?
residents of the city of Roswell, we a fad?"
havf
THE WINNING $F BARBARA
is only possible for a first class legal
"No; as a frenzy."
aknS
uprooting
find
rabI,e
that said 'Petition for Elecmind to do, after reading and digest.
WORTH.
of
the truth
idea:
PPular
Mng
does
tion'
names
not
contain
of
the
statement
of
the
the
and
facts
ing
"The Winning of Barbara Worth"
as int0 the minds of the PP1!
Festive Mary.
requisite number of electors, residents
arguments on both sides. Morethan about
by Harold Bell Wright, deserve? men-tio- of
now
we
of
are
the
while
nation.
Just
Then Mary got a little jag
the city of Roswell, as required by
that, what is perhaps the most conin
New
the
Mexican
from
made her holler "Whe!
befor
Which
the
and
tbe
among
country;
during
and it is therefore insufficient to
vincing story of prehistoric times and
the many volumes that constantly law,
Although I very seldom brag.
warrant the calling of an election purreview of archaeological and ethnolo- coming year while we will be kept come to
There are no flies on me."
the editorial desk, because of suant
thereto, and so accordingly recgical theories are given in the first constantly oeiore me country is tne- its western
and because of the ommend the same be denied.
setting
our
of
all
"
.time
opporgolden
times;
chapter
Extremes to Be Avoided.
clean wholesomeness of the love
M
storj
The committee's report ;was accept- The "historian" in this case has Jnnlto get the trath about New
man who tails hnnUnok
The
which
deals
no
with
esoteric problems.
aB
?
closely clung to his text and has fol- There is a good plot, which cannot b ed and approved, and the petition in stories loses friends."
for
of
bad
the
anda"
g0d
lowed the aphorism from Heath which
"Yes," replied Mr. Growcher; "and
said of half the modern fiction: there effect denied. , On June 13, a petition
man' the sand dune and the cactus- finds place on the first pagefor mandamus was filed in the district so does the man who tries to make
is
character
good
delineation
which
"Th Bureau of Emigration is
"Historians, only things of weight,
leads to the suspicion, that some of court of Chaves county to require the you envious by bragging about his
of persons, of affairs of state, ing t0 start the new work wlth a
mayor and council to call an election good luck."
me
are known inticiatel" in as
and clearness sonal letter to tne edltor and the 8tar life characters
Briefly, with truth
prayed for in the petition, or show
by the author. There is local color cause
cartoonist of every metropolitan news- why they had .not done so. and
should relate"
Docked for Absence.
which
is
th? tUited Stas' .w are those who immediately recognized bv an alternative writ of mandamus was
As the author stated in his preface, pa?er
Mrs. McCarthy Yer envelope is B0
have
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between
San
us
a
m6n
t0
to
which
issued
re
giv
the
he "has had in view accuracy golng
accordingly
as,k thfse
cents short this week, Mike.
and the Imperial Valley,
It is just one of a thousand
of statement, simplicity of style, and
spondents duly made.. return.
MoCftrthv Yea. Mftrv Ann Wi h.l
The
of
the
background
story
The relator thereupon moved tor a; an eXDi0sion on Tuesday, an- - th f.r.
impartiality of treatment " The re- - Bteps that must U token durlnS the is the reclamation of the
desert and peremptory writ pf mandamus on; man docked me for the time I w.a
suit shows that such treatment does cominS year- - We believe that every is an
not of necessity imply dullness or lack community in New Mexico will join do for inspiration to those who seek to grounds set out in the motion. This m
alr
New Mexico what has been done
of strength, but has made the work heart"y in the work for the new state in
motion was by agreement heard by
the
1b
doIt
',
Imperial
a
Valley.
and if they
at the nd of this year
book
one of classic grandeur.
Judge, of the sixth district and by
not only worth while reading but the
him sighed pro forma, and a perempA touch of pathos lies in the dedica- - the country will Know "The Truth
tion: "To the memory of Margaret About New Mexico,); and the bad man, worth while serious thought end dis- tory; writ awarded; from which action
Olive Twitchell, whose love and ap. tbe cactus and the sand dune will have cussion. In the words of the Inscrip- the respondents appealed to this court,
'
on the reverse of the
.
j
:
,x ,
The syllabus say&; .
preface
'preciation as a devoted wife constant- - disappeared forever. Let's - all get tion,
v
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x
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historical
my
"Give tools their gold, and knaves hundred othersjSelectors and residents
Tn proposed letter is a good
labors, this work is gratefully and af- ; their power;
of the the city ef Roswell, signed and
dedicated by the author." tising stunt; it will let light Into some
Let fortune's bubbles rise and fall;' presented to the mayor and city coun
Governor Mills is honored in the dark corners, but it will not change the
volume, for through him in a prefix- cartoonist's method of representing Who sows a field, or trains a flower, cil of said city, a petition for an elec-- ;
ur piants a tree, is more than all." tion to determine .whether Roswell
tory note, the author gives the history New Mexico. The Quakers are almost
would establish the commission form
to the world, saying:
obsolete in Pennsylvania, but in car-COMMON PEOPLE.
of government, so called, under the
"Through you, I am giving this toons, the Keystone state and
to , our people with the hope daily the city of Philadelphia, are still
"Private John Allen, a Mississlnnian provisions of chapter 87, Acts of 1909, One way Colonist tickets on sale
of the Assembly of New Mexico. The
that careful study will not fail to represented by a demure Quaker
who had fed at the public
s
daily, September 15 to October
trough
many years uncomplainingly and al petition was referred to a committee
upon the reader's mind the en or a fantastically dressed old
25, 191L inclusive, from e ., i
of
council.
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Under
the courage, the' suffering cr. New York still appears as Father most without lapses, is a humorist pf members
,
and the martyrdom of those who first Knickerbocker, and Uncle Sam is still as a rule. But many an earnest word the circumstances recited in the stateFe, N. M.
brought to New Mexico the banner of the spare, old New Englander with is spoken in jest; and in New York ment of the case, which follows, held:
Only a few points shown below.
Christianity and civilization, trusting chin whiskers. As long as the name the other day the man who made that the withdrawals from the petition For fares to other points and inthat present and future generations of this state is New Mexico, and the Tupelo famous evolved a profound there described were effectual' and; formation as to the liberal stopof New Mexico may thereby better New Mexican
that the peremptory writ which.-wai
over privileges accorded,
hopes it may never be truth.
phone
understand the difficulties surround- - changed, this commonwealth will be
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um where she will remain the next
two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Mailer of Allen- town. Pa., on the way to the Pacific
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Asher
Colonel George W. Prichard has re- Coast,
W. Miller on College street.
turned from a trip to Lincoln county.
A. C. Abeytia and daughter Slmpll- R. C. Rankin, assistant territorial
cia of San Francisco street, left
traveling auditor is here from Las j
today for Ojo Caliente, Taos county,
Vegas.
to return on September,
Clem Russell, a well known hard- jj They expect
Dr. Hubert H. Johnson of Taos, who
ware salesman of Denver, is at the
has been attending the Trachoma conPalace.
tention at the U. S. Indian Industrial
Traveling Auditor John Joerns has School will leave fpr home tomorrow.
returned from Tucumcari where he Dr.
Mrs.
Freeman who

TRUST CO

Does

a General Banking Business
Your Patronage Solicited

1. B,

LAUGHLIN,

0(

President

H. F. STEPHENS.

W..E. GRIFFIH. Asst. Cashier'

spent several weeks.
.Former Attorney General James

Cashier,

''

Combined Civil and Criaifc.'J .. 4.0
For 4b cent aUaonaI tor a single
docket, or 65 cenU additional for
combination docket, they will be sent
!
by mail or prepaid express. Cash la
rail must accompany
order. State
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed beading li wanted.
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CAPITAL 850,000.00
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LAST WEEK 0F

and
Charles
have been visiting here have eone to
New Wilmongton, Pa. Mrs. Freeman
was before her marriage Miss MHler
of this city.
.
jjoistrict Attorney and Mrs. Charles
wrur ward are tne parents of a baby
girTTiofn to the mother late yesterday
Right in your busiest season when
afternoon at the family home 80j Sev
you have the leapt time to spare you
enth strviV Las Vegan Optic.
are most likely to take diarrhoea and
Mr. and Mrs.' E. A. Stephenson of lose
several days' time, unless you
Lowell. Iowa, have returned home aft- - have
Chamberlain's Colic. Cholera
er a week's visit at the home of the and Diarrhoea
at hand and
former's brother and wife,. Mr. and take a dose on Remedy
the
first
appearance
Mrs. C. L. Stephenson of Agua Fria of the disease. For sale by all dealstreet.
ers.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Ulery of Bonan
za, were in the city this morning with ' If
you want anything on eartn try
their accomplished daughter, Miss a
Want ad in the New Mexicaa
Lucile Ulery who left this afternoon
for Boston to continue her r'm'irn
;
tney tolk dinner at the Montezuma.
Charles F. Lummis and his son
Dl
RAk'PDV

POPLINS

Hervey of Roswell, has gone to Chicago on a business trip.
Dr. J. W. Elder, mayor of Albuauer- que, is in the cityr He-is
registered"
at the Montezuma Hotel- Miss A. Oliver of Fall- River, Wis.,
and Miss B. Noyes of Beaver Dam,
Wis., are sightseers at the Palace Hotel.
F. N. Vaughn, who has been sightseeing in the Yellowstone Park, is here
on his way to his home In Amboy, Il
linois.
Mrs. G. V. Wright, Mrs. George P.
Wright and Philip Wright, all of Des
Moines, Iowa, are sightseers at the
Palace.
W. T. Tipton, former member of the
legislature is here from Tularosa,
Otera county. He is at the Montezuma
Hotel.
Kaimu, who have been visiting Mr.
District Forester Arthur C. Ring-lan- and Mrs. H. S. Kaune, left last night FRESH BREAD AND CAKE
has returned to Albuquerque for Los Angeies. with them was
Dally. 6 Loaves Fine Bread. 25c
from an inspection of forests in Otero Hector Allintt. ft nrnminpnt resMpnt
Fruits and Groceries
county.
confectionery.
of Los 'Angeles.
Rev. Julius Hartman of the Church l Miss Inez Eklund. the young singer resnueamHuffS- Wednesday
Saturday
WMI
J
of Guadalupe, today celebrated mass who has been visiting Miss Mary Mc
Phone. 152 Red.
at Estancia. Yesterday he officiated jFie here, left this morning for her
AMADO GUTIERREZ, FRCP.
at Willard.
home in Clayton.' A number of. her!
Miss Lela Armijo of Albuquerque, Santa Fe friends were at the station to
I
is stopping at St. Vincent's Sanitari bid her farewell. ';
Phone 49 Main
Phone 49 Main
Professor George Martin of the,
Normal School at
El Rito is in the city for d few days
and is looking very well. Professor
Martin came here over a year ago
i
'
from New York. .
Mrs. Ida Wilcox, sister of Mrs. C.
E. Llnney, accompanied by her daugh--i
ter Edith, is here from Chicago to!
spena several weens with Mr. and
Mrs. Charles E. Linney. Thev made
a trip to Tesuque pueblo today.
j
.
.
,
W. R. Smythe of Santa Fe the ter.
IS aDSOIUTfM V
ritorial good roads engineer in charge
of the work on the'scenic hi3iiw;iy and
S- pelle ro.id, left today .'.or 1 ucumcari, DUt
DCSt
where- he will spend ten days survey-- 1 .
,
Ing roads in that section of the ter OY
UNDER THE AUSPICES OF
ritory."-- Las
Vegas Optic.
Cabort Ward, former acting gover-- :
IU UMr OIU
nor of Porto Rico, and Mrs. Cabotinrtlirv
1
Fe Lodge, No. 460, Ward, who visited Santa Fe last fall. 2
are spending a few weks in Canada- DV US Of
un inenas. Mrs. Ward has written
B.
O. ELKS,
recently some Interesting
music for America, the great
Corn-Fe- d
weekly edited by the Jesuits
lished in New York city.
Dr. Mitchell Carroll,
Beef, Pork, Mutton,
the noted
Greek scholar and archaeologist, who
Monday and Tuesday Evening,
Veal
nas tieen attending the summer school
Lamb.
nere and nas delivered a numher nf
most interesting lectures, left today
ior cotoraao on business for the Home-Dresse- d
Fresh
Poultry,
scnooi. He will then return to his
9
home
j

That Popular Dress Material

auto-nobll-

--

Established

1856.

1903.'

Incorporated

--

!

DO NOT DELAY

j
j

FALL WEATHER WILL MEAH A CHANGE
Made-to-Measu-

re

THE CELEBRATED

phn

Samuel

:

Company

Variety of Colors and Designs AH Clean,
Bright Stock at the rediculous

CD IPMAH Done PflMDAI
II I llll IIUII I llll 1.
III III
wukjvmim uiiuui uuil IfH
1

:

;

:

UrtIVCKl

price of
1

i,

t

Phone 36

:

:

5 Cents Per Yard

!

Our only idea in naming such
prices is to clean up and make

Parlor Market
W.
and Grocery

Man From
Home."

N. TOWNSEND

&

CO.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

The nlflrf wliAro cotis

I

laciIUIl

Sdnieea.
the

...

-

KeiailOrClS

jjh

Santa

INSURANCE

room for FALL ARRIVALS.

n

"The

For Your Inspection:

$ ; P. O. Box, 219.

!

SCOTCH PLAIDS

i

New Fall Line Now Ready
jh

!

50c values 35c

...

Spanish-America-

-.

Beautiful Patterns

!

OF CHICAGO.

--

7

'

d

--

All Must Go Below Cost

;

We Have the Best Ladies'
Connection in the United States.

Sales

Clean-u- p

TO AND FROM ROSWELL
Connections made with Automobile
line it Vaughn for Roswen, daily.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Roan-ell
at 8:30 a. m. und arrives at Roswell at 3:30 p. m. Automouile leaves
ftoswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m.
The
r, uv.ween San'a F and Torrance
's S5.S0 and between Torrance and
Roswtll $io.
Reserve seati on
by wir. J. W S'ockard

NOtning

.

the mar--

FIX UP YOUR PORCH

Sale. We

,
.,
ajLn.n
uucic
firct ac4oklk
wiouiwuw

BE COMFORTABLE
SWINGS

-

P.

CHAINS,

AND PORCH

COCO AND DALT0X

MATTING

;

REAL

f

ESTATE

A

OF YOUR

SuretyBonds

September 4th and 5th.

LOANS

Reserved Seats, $1.00

119 San Francisco St,
SANTA FE, - - - N. M.

H:

FILIGREE- -

GOLD

SILVER

$

Rings, Brooches, Pendants, Neck Chains, Bracelets.
No style gift more desirable for your Eastern friends.

... ..
leuaojejeweier

u

r" tVrVTT"Tr
1
We

i Un

if

Saa Fraicciso

Street

Uj

S. KAUNE

.

Boss

Patent

Sparks Ranch)

Open May 15th for the Fishing Season

"

Best of Beds
Best of Food'
Cold Pure Spring Water
No Invalids
, .
. ,$15 aWeek
Bear
and
Willow
Creeks
Ghost,
Mora
Rivers, Holy
Pecos and
' ' ' Write
'
.

"

.4

.;.

SIGN PAINTING

:

,

bought or made
price.'

Pecos

Telepaph Glorieta

Carriage & Automobile
' PAINTING

IT IS OUR LEADER sUre
It is and why? Because
no better? Flour can be

i

J.P. Steed & Son
j
'"CARPENTERS

AND CABINET

FURNITURE

MADE TO ORDER

SIGN PANTING NEATLY BONE

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

PAUL P. LACASSAONE
305 Saa Francisco

All Work Guaranteed.

Street
a

The

Pine,

OMff:'.

$4.00

IB

r
at any

Hifh Grade Colorado Milling that i
a leader ia its class.
DAILY RECEIPTS0F

Vegetables

irj

.

U S.

KAUNE

rrtntin?

com-pan- ?

for one medicine and have the,
wrong one given you. For this'
reason we urge you in buying to
be careful to get the genuine

BUcir-DAUGH-T

ft CO.

Medicliie

The reputation of this old, rella- pie mnoicine, tor constipation, indigestion and liver trouble, ia firmly established. It does not imitate
other medicines. It is better than
others, or it would not be the favorite liver powder, with a larger
sale than all others combined.
SOLD IN TOWN
P2

Fruits and Vegetables

K

GLOVES! GLOVES!

ft

$ .75 values, . . . . . $ .50
1.00 and $1.25 values, .
.75
"
1.50 and 2.00
.
1.00

SEE THE DISPLAY

PROPRIETOR.
ft

ADOLPH

SELIGMAN

XXXXXXXXXX

Let Us
Deliver for

A CORDIAL INVITATION

X X

Bushes. Stable and Corral.
:
have been looking for.

k

Two Colors. 75c Per Brick,
Enough for 8 People

5

BUTT BROS. CO., i

i4

Phone Black

X

X X X X

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

I
I

Just what you
:

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

No. 52

&

Insurance Agency.

1N STETSON STIFF
CTVI
RATI Dl
PC
I
and SOFT HATS
LLiJ
FLL
.,.
,

AT

J

DRUGGISTS
Phone

M-N-

ifht.

Rhone Red 58

totuy an Electric or Stiident Lamp

Coming

We have just received a large assortment, which we are
going to sell for
su iuw
r""-juu tminui mioru 10 oe wiinout one.
w

X

;

Good House, City Water, Electric Lights. Large
Lot with a number of Fruit Trees and Berry

A BRICK OF OUR J
;
icecream ;

I

CO

An' Ideal Home

4

Sunday!!
Dinner i

"Always Reliable"

DRY GOODS

i

Your

:

T

Special Sale for One Week

Winter

Now is the time

CARPETS

AKERS -- WAGNER F URN TURE

WM. D. ARRIGHI

Very Serious

liver

Red 115

If yea want anything en earth
Hew M ex' cam Waat A.

TJM,

haa prepared cl'm and criminal
doekeu especiully for the nu of Ins.
tlcea of the peace. They are
especial
ly ruiea,
with printed headings, in
either Spanish or English, mad of
good record paper, wrongly and dur- amy oouna, watn leather back and
coven and canvas aides, tall toll
index In front and the feea of Justice!
of the peace and constables printed
In full on the ant page. The pages
are 10
Inches. These books are
made up in civU and criminal dockets,
separate of it pages each, or with
both elvil and criminal bound in on
book, 80 page civil and S30 pagef
criminal. To introduce them they are
offered at the following prices
Civil or Criminal
IJ.1

We also have "Diamond Flour," A

'

MAKERS.

secretary

of Archaeology.
William Gregg, formerly nronrtetnr
SCHILLING'S BEST COFFEE, TEAS,
of Gregg's Hotel in this
city where
he lived many years and who is now BAKING POWDER AND EXTRACTS
living at San Simon. Arizona, is in the
city again, visiting friends. Mr. Gregg Money Refunded if Not
Satisfactory
says that there is a charm about Santa
Fe that one does not appreciate until
LAUGHLIN BLOCK,
one leaves it. Since he went to a
214
lower altitude, however, Mr.
Don Gasper Avenue.
Gregg has
improved much in health.
The New Mexican

If you want the best that
conies to Santa Fe then
you buy. our.

THE VAUGHAN RANCH
(Old

GO.

FLOUR

MOST BEAUTIFUL DESIGNS.

t

AXMINSTER

City
and

0.C.WATS0N&C0.
1

BSKansas

OPERA HOUSE,

!

MO HP

IS EXTENDED TO ALL TO VISIT OUS. DISPLAY ROOM AND SEE THEM.

i

PAGE

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN", SANTA FE, N. M.
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I was under the treatment of two doctors." writes
I Mrs. R. L Phillips, of Indian Valley, Va., "and they pro
nounced my case a very stubborn one, of womanly weakness. I was not able to sit up, when I commenced to
take Cardui.
I used it about one week, before I saw much change.
Now, the severe pain, that had been in my side for years,
has gone, and I don't suffer at all. I am feeling better than
in a long time, and cannot speak too highly of Cardui."

RATON NEW MEXICO.

GENERAL OFFICES
,

Stubborn Case

Company.

Railway

lsi

ABBOTT ELECTED VICE
PRESIDENT OF ASSOCIATION.

i,

St, Louis Rocky

00
10
18
2S
45

"

i
94

Lv.. Den Moines. N. M...Ar
tfumaldo

4 00
8 60
8 30
3 16
8 05
2 46
2 25

Dedman

(Japullu
Vigil
Thompson
Cunningham
Olifton HouseN.M
Ar
Raton, N. M, ...Ly
Ar
.Lv
Raloii.N.M
.. Clifton House N' M....
SPreston
Koehler Junction
Koehler

,

9 32
8 55

Ar

....

05
8 20
8 02

Olinarron
Ly
Ar
Olinarron
Naeh
Harlan
Ute Park. N. M...Ly

--

wtRDU

10 16
9 49

9

6
6
6
6

86
27
17

00

pm

pm

Connects at Colfax with S. P. 4 S. W. Ry, train both North and'Sontb.
SStftge tor Van Houten N, M. meeta trains at Preston N.I M.I
Stage leaves Ute Park, N, M., for EUzabetntown, X. M., at 9:00 4. m. dally excep)
andays. Fare fa uu one way S3.50 round trip; fifty pound baggage carried free.
v
.0. 4 S. train leaves Des Mcines, N, M- -. for the south at 11 .11 p. m. arrives fromlthe
tb at 4:38 a. m

C

.

VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & Q. M..

DEDMAN,

Superintendent.

F,

M.

Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept. Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga. Tenn.,
for Special Instructions, and
book, " Home Treatment for Women," sent free. J 52

WILLIAMS,
CL P. Aflant,

3d

Plays

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
T m

From Santa Fe

Pa8'

Bisbe

aadanp.teteta NnrM

p5k
gTOBSEg

BEST

Players

AND

airs.
"The Man From Home," Booth Tar- - chorus
sings characteristic
kington's clever comedy which will be When this bit of. the production has
produced here Monday and Tuseday been perfected it will constitute one
night under the management of E. M, of the most pleasing portions of the
Albright of Albuquerque, with a com play. Several music lovers have sugpany of Albuquerqueans, has made a gested particular airs, but it Is the
hit wherever produced. The Beat sale present intention to adhere to those
employed in the original performances.
opened this morning at Fischer's.
Musical comedies are the rage to The orchestral program; however, will
contain several of the popular pieces
day as of yore and there is plenty of
music abo.it the Man From Home. suggested."
Says the Albuquerque Journal:
Don't Forget those good pictures at
'Special music for the Italian fisher- - the Elks' tonight.

ko, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NBW
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance,

THE

The
WomarftTonic

1

if you are one of those ailing women who suffer from any
of the troubles so common to women.
Cardui is a builder of womanly strength. Composed
of purely vegetable ingredients, it acts quickly on the
womanly system, building up womanly strength, toning up
the womanly nerves, and regulating the womanly system.
Cardui has been in successful use for more than 50 years.
Thousands of ladies have written to tell of the benefit they
received from it Try it for your troubles. Begin today.

7 46

am

TAKE

4

...

155
I 30

llOollax
Oerrososo

Ar
Ly

EAST

i

OR

WEST

ROUTE

For rates and full information address

EUGENE FOX,

Q--
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Paso Texas.

Are You Going Fishing ?

Miss Nellie Brewer Again Chosen
retary Santa Fe Gets Next
Meeting.

Woman' s Power

Sec-

Over Man

The New Mexico Bar Association at
elected
Albuquerque, N. M., which
former Attorney General J. M. Hervey
of Roswell, president for the ensuing
Miss Nellie Brewer of
year,'
Albuquerque, secretary and treasurer.
The following were elected district
vice presidents upon motion of Judge
Clarence J. Roberts:
District No. 1, E. C. Abbott, Santa
Fe; District No. 2, M. E. Hickey,
Albuquerque; District No. 3, Byron
Sherry, Alamogordo; District No. 4,
W. G. Haydon, Las Vegas;
District
No. 5, George A.. Reese, Portales;
District No. 6, Ralph C. Ely, Deming;
District No. 7, H. M. Dougherty, So
corro; District No. 8, Reed Holloman,
Tucumcari. Santa Fe was chosen for
the meeting in August, 1912.
bench
Members of the supreme
present were: Chief Justice William
H. Pope, and Associate Justices John
R. McFle, Fran!-- ; W. Parker, Ira A,
Abbott, M. C. Mechem, Edward R,
Wright, Clarence J. Roberts. At the
morning session J. M. Hervey of RoS'
well read a very Interesting paper,
"Uniform State Laws," and by special
Invitation H. J. Hagerman of Ros
well, addressed the association, reminding the lawyers of the important
part they are to play in the forma
tion of the state government. "The
Rule of Reason in the Standard Oil
Decision" was the subject of a learned

Woman's most glorious endowment is the power
to awaken and hold the pure and honest love of a
worthy man. When she loses it and still loves on,
so one in the wide world can know the heart agony
she endures. The woman who suffers from weakness and derangement of her special womanly organism soon loses the power to sway the heart of
a man. Her general health suffers and she loses
tier good looks, .her attractiveness, her amiability
and her power and prestige as a woman. Dr. R. V. Pierce, of Buffalo, N.Y. , with
the assistance of his staff of able physicians, has prescribed for and cured many
thousands of women. He hat; devised a successful remedy for woman's ailments. It is known as Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription. It is a positive
specific for the weaknesses and disorders peculiar to women. It purifies, regulates, strengthens and heals. Medicine dealers sell it. No honest dealer will
advise you to accept a substitute in order to make a little larger profit.

IT HAKES WEAK WOMEN STRONG,
SICK WOMEN WELL.

Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate and strengthen Stomach, Liver mod Bowels,

tion of a resident judiciary for the
districts and the benefits to be derived from the separation of the fe4
eral and state judiciary and the advantages of having a supreme tribunal composed of other than trial
judges. It is the duty of the bar to
see that the courts are composed of
men able and capable by learning and
character to rightly dispose of the
matters brought before them. It Is
just as much their duty to see that
the new members admitted from othet
jurisdictions are men whose character is good and whose standing before the courts from which they come
is unimpeachable.
discussion at the afternoon session by
Toasts in Cold Water.
E. A. Mann of Albuquerque.
Ralph The toastmatster then proposed the
C. Ely of Deming, one of the most toast "New Mexico, the Latest, tbe
brilliant orators in New Mexico, de- - Brightest and the Best Star in the
livered a splendid address "The Law-- Galaxy of Stars," the toast being
drunk in clear cold water, every per
yer and the Making of a State."
Visiting and local attorneys were son present standing.
driven about the city In automobiles.
At 8 o'clock In the Taft Annex to
the Alvarado hotel the Bar association members were tendered a banquet, which was the culmination, of
Palace.
,
the two days session.
Miss A. Oliver, Fall River, Wis.
Progressive Legislation.
Miss B. Noyes, Beaver Dam, Wis.
The resolution submitted by the
Mrs. T. J. Stroud, Denver, Colo.
Clem Russell. Denver.
special committee, and which was
carried by a large majority over opMrs. G. V. Wright, Des Moines, la.
position led by Thomas B. Catrori of Mrs. George P. Wright?J,Des Moines.
Santa Fe, Judge Mann and others
Philip Wright, Des Moines, la.
was as follows:
F. N. Vaughn, Amboy, 111.
To the New Mexico Bar Association:
D. Estella Kirk, Pueblo, Colo.
We, your committee to whom was
Alice Haines, Pueblo, Colo.
referred the address of Attorney
Montezuma.
General Clancy and J. A. Miller have
M. C. Stevenson, Washington, D. C
to report that after a careful reading
M. MacEween, Shoemaker.
of the addresses mentioned we rec
George W. Armijo, City.
ommend the appointment of the fol
Charles B. Mellcare, Denver.
W. 'R. Fleming, Beaumont, Texas.
lowing committees to be appointed by
the chair, the president to be an ex- - W. D. Tipton, Tularosa.
officio member of each committee,
William Gregg, San Simon, Ariz.
these committees to prepare suitable
Arthur Seligman, City.
bills covering the subjects assigned to
W. J. Norton, Colorado Springs.
them and to report to this association
R. C. Rankin, Las Vegas.
for discussion at the January 1912
C. J. Dixon, Kansas City.
meeting.
A committee of five to prepare a
FILLS
the CHICHESTER S"HAND.
corrupt practices act including
jkv LodlosJ Auk your llniffglKt for t
publication of campaign contributions. jHtfyc
A committee of five "to prepare an
Kid snd Uoid DilliAVO
ri" Insealed
&1& boxes,
with Blue Uibon.
fcv
act tending to remove the Judiciary m
StJ
Take no olher. ISiiy of your
Va
Askfnrfl'lll.fTiri.'TPtt?
ilf Irui,'-leof our state from the Influence of or I
IHASHfNH nrSAM PILLS, for 2?
years known as Best, Safest, Always Reliahh
dinary practical politics and
V
1

Hotel Arrivals.

'

l.

i
i

The Rio Grande protects one
fare for round trip for fishing
parties consisting of three or
more people from Sante Fe to

1

the BEST FISHING GROUNDS
IN

::::::::
AND

COLORADO

MEXICO.

NEW

For Further Information Call on or Address,

F. H. McBRIDE, Agent,
OR

gsJ

i W. D. SHEA, T. F., P. A., Santa Fe
THE PEOPLE'S

ANNUAL

HOLIDAY

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR
Albuquerque, Oct. 914,

CURTIS

1911

AVIATION

MEET

" Birdmen " of International Repute will thrill the crowd
for three days, October II, 12 and 13
"BULL" DURHAM STAKE FOR 2:12 PACERS
to be raced " Bull " Durham Day, Friday, Oct,
13. This stake was given by the

$1,000

BLACk-WELL-

DURHAM TOBACCO CO.

BASEBALL

EVERY DAY

EXCITING

'S

vwtsi

HORSE RAGES

Feature Upon Feature. Fun by the Ton
Instructive Departments
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
ISAAC BARTH, President.

JOHN B. McMANIS,

"THE MAN FROM HOME."
The Seat Sale for Wnicn opened at
Fischer's Today.

Secretary-Manage-

r

men's chorus has been ordered, and
.
,
meioaies m Keeping with the setting
of the play are planned for the orches,
tra. The spirit of music permeates
the production throughout, the curtain rising to the sound of stringed instruments and voices. Upon first entrance the heroine is accomnantad hv
a ragged trio of musicians, whose sere-- 1

Notice for Publication.
Not coal land,
department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

Not coal.
Department of tue Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa re, N. M.
July 29, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Jesus
July 31, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Jacobo Lopez of Pecos, N., M., who, on July
Leyba of Galisteo, N. M., who , on 30, 1906, made homestead entry, No
March 9, 1911, made homestead entry
for the NE
of Section
No.
for SW
of section 25, township IS N, range 11 E, N. M. P.
14, township 12 N, range 12 E, N. M. meridian, has filed notice of intention
r
P. meridian, has filed notice of inten- to make final
proof, to estion to make final five year proof, to tablish claim to the land above de
establish claim to the land cbore de- scribed, before register or receiver. U.
scribed, before register or receiver, S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., on
TJ, S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., we i4tn day or September, 1911.
on the 13tn day of September, 191L
Claimant names as witnesses: Ja
cinto Ortiz of Rowe, N. M.; Jose L.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Lopez, Emlterio Leyba, Macarlo Martinez, Bicente Lucero, Jtotn of
Leyba. Isabel Leyoa, all of Leyba, Pecos, N. M.; and Juan Gonzales Ise
9735-0765-

9021-0727-

1-- 4

4

five-yea-

Pla-cld- o

N. M.

bel, of Glorieta, N. M.
MANUEL B. OTERO.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
,
iieglster.
.

sec-relar-

"or herself a husband." Fees
provided baby buggies and kept tbe
coin of the realm in circulation.
Judge Roberts closed by saying that
a satisfied client is himself a good

cinconventlonalltlea,
"Well, I'll have to be going, Mrs. fee.
Leeder; I'm tired of seeing yon bold
Tbe Bar Association" was- respond
that sore-eyepoodle In your lap."
ed to by A. B. McMillen. He referred
I
"I wish bad known that you have
a flat In this apartment. Pazley, be- to the good accomplished in the past
fore it was too late for me to back by the various lawyers organizations
It has become a matter of wisdom
oat'
"Mr. Sweartngton, 111 nave to recall now to join organizations of this kind.
The lawyers, banded together, form a
solid front in demanding certain leg
Blu& 1U" you to make the
all,
after
"2 ill in Til i n niTinn
fourteenth,
ar onnrhA
-vv.v. uv
(run r
uui,uvi
ym. I VPs ot tiftim.m mrhan vnn islation protecting tbe lawyers as well
point, in the midst of a gathering twl-- ailed the other day. Mrs. Whlggins. as the people. Mr. McMillen closed by
light, as a flood Ot rich lights gives : W I
eulogizing the bar of New Mexico.
reading and lntroHr,
Associate Justice Parker of the Su
uhj eueci oi sunset praying aDout their book.'
a pretty Neapolitan
gay costumes,
"I know well enough, old chap, that preme Court, was reminiscent In reI am not lending yon this money: I sponding to his toa3t, "The Bench and
Bar of tbe Territory of New Mexico,"
am just giving it to you."
"The moment you, entered tbe room, and told many stories of the early days
Mrs. Akers, I knew you had been eat in the territory, and of western legal
nieftods. it often bappened that
ing onions.1
"No, Rivers, I don't read your stuff young attorney simply couldn't get
In the paper; I'm always tired ou anything to do. In referring to many
of the pioneer lawyers, Judge Parker
before I get around to it.'
"Mr. Squibb, don't you think you sjroke feelingly of friendships that
have stayed about long enough for bad been severed by the Grim Reaper. In this ho held his hearers in
an evening call?"

-

i

r

I
!
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SUMMER

autism

TOURIST

3.2

RATES

SANTA FE, N. M.,
TO

.'.

Chicago, Ills., . .
. . $50.35
St. Louis, Mo.,
44.35
St. Paul, Minn., . . . . . 50.35
Denver, Colo.,
21.10
.
Colorado Springs,
18.15
Pueblo, Colo.,

....
....
.....
.

u.35

DATES OF SALE,

Dally until Sept. 30th. Return
limit, October 31.
Low Rates to Other Summer Resorts
LIBERAL

STOP-OVE- R

PRIVILEGES.

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.

For information,
s,
'
etc., call on or address,

Not Her Fault.
Hubby You really must reduce
your dress bills, my dear; they are
tar too large.
Mrs. Newlywed How Inconsistent
you men are. You speak lust aa
though I made out the bills. London
Worthy of Remark.

Oftime gome wondrous sights era
Aa through the world wa Jos;.
I once beheld an actorln
Who didn't own a dof.

Ominous.

"What did her father say when you
asked him for his daughter's hand?"
"He said be would be much obliged
to me if I would take It out of bis
pocket"

time-table-

H. S. LUTZ, AgtM

Santa Fe, N. M.

Matching Up.
Yes, It's very nice, bat
'
you've made my hair too davk.
The Artist Shall I alter It er will

Tbe Sitter

rear

rapt attention for about thirty min'
utes.'
Isaac Barth, of the Bernalillo coun
'
ty bar, stated eX tbe outset when
to
the
"Our
toast
Clients,"
answering
that be believed he bad been asked to
talk on the subject before, or at least
if it was not that actual subject it was
"Our Absent Friends" which resem
bled It very much.
v
Tribute to Judge Parker.
tbe
Chief Justice Pope delivered
response to tbe last toast of the eve
nlng, but one. Hit assigned subject
was "The Bench and Bar of the State
of New Mexico," Judge Pope spoke
of the new regime which the New
Stat Is shortly to enter, and said the
same qualities that had made the bar
of the territory great as a body, will
be needed to continue that greatness
and usefulness In the bar of the new
regime. He paid a fine tribute to the
work of Judge Parker on the Judiciary
committee of the constitutional con- yentioft and alto praised the prepost
;

'';

.

Foley Kidney Pills will check the
progress of your kidney and bladder
trouble and heal by removing the
cause. Try them. For sale by all
druggists.
An Ideal Day Yesterday was an
ideal day, such as comes elsewhere
only in early autumn, but in Santa Fe
The
are the rule the year around.
maximum temperature was 79 degrees
the minimum 53 degrees. The relative
humidity was down to 22 per cent.
There were showers in the distant
mountains. A similar day is predicted
for tomorrow.

CALIFORNIA
EXCURSIONS
SANTA FE
TO

Los Angeles,
San Diego,
San Francisco,

MR

k 4

s)4I.7U

$50.90

RETURNING

Tickets on Sale Daily Until
September 30th.
RETURN

LIMIT, OCTOBER 31, 1911
r
Liberal
Privileges.
Stop-Ove-

SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.

For information, timetables
and literature, call on or address,

H. S. LUTZ, Agt.,

SANTA FE, N. M.

ROSWELL, N.

Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.

MANAGE

OFFICER

AND LAV

Volume 15, New Mexico Reports, Covering
the Decisions and Opinions of the
New Mexico Supreme Court
1909 and 1910

Now from the Press,
PRICE $J.OO, POSTPAID
1

Money's Digest

TO 14 IN STOCK
Covers Vohnnes I to 9 Inclusive,

Price

$5.00,

Postpaid

DERDEN'S DIGEST
Price $7.50, Postpaid

Missouri Code Pleadings,

Forms for Missouri

MSoTSaSw

$6.17, postpaid
Pleadinj : : : Price $5. 17,

Postpaid

COMPILED LAWS 1897

.

jr.

ft,

SESSION LAWS IN ENGLISH AND SPANISH
1899, IWI. 1913, 1W5, IM7,

If!

,

FOR SALE BY THE

IIEl'l

.lEXICAII

PRI0IIII6

SANTATE, NEW MZXICQ.

"ft

V&

to
Baggage allowance 100 lbs.
each regular ticket, excess baggage
at the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs
We are equipped to carry any kind
ot trunks or baggage, up to 1,500
rates are given for excur
for
sions,
eight or more passengers.
For further Information, write tbe

NEEDS THEM

VOLUMES

AA

Via Portland, $68.35

STOCKARD,

ErERY

Allen-town-.

H. P. Warner, Albuquerque.
Coronado.
George W. Curtis, Topeka, Kas.

E'HFR

Carrying the TJ. S. mall and pas
sengers between Vaughn, N. M-- , and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m.,
in Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
Leaves R "9 well at 12:30 a. m., arrive in Van f tin at 6:30 p. m.

J.W-- -

.

AUTO CO.,

ROSWELL

j

EAST.

Notice for Publication.

'

A committee of five to prepare an
act covering the subjects of elections
including the registration of voters,
'
primaries, ballots and so forth.
A committee of five to prepare ar.
act tending to equalize taxes in New
Mexico and to investigate the feasibility of a central assessment board
for the taxation of all property.
A committee of five to prepare an
act tending to remedy the defects in
the civil and criminal codes of pro
cedure.
A committee of five to prepare an
act covering the subject of appeals
and writ of error tending to simplify
appellate procedure in New Mexico.
At the Banquet.
Associate Justice of the Supreme
Court Roberts responded to the toast)
Fees (if Feasible)." He described
fees as those things which lawyers
sometimes get The idea of fees car
lied him back to the days when he
waited to hear the footsteps of his
clients. Fees enabled" the young law- year to take unto himself a wife (and
here, looking over to the smiling

SOLD BY Ni'tiGfilVfS

T. M. Wood, Denver.
J. M. Hartly, Buckman.
B. S. Phillips, Truchas.
J. Willard, Denver.
J. W. Elder, Albuquerque.
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Miller,

CO.,
,

,

.

f

In an examination of about 1,000 La- - thorough fumigation of the home was epoch in eye Ills of the Indian.
There is no use In entering upon
gunas outside the school children 127 had it should leave the rooms much
cases of active trachoma were found safety. The intense sunlight, heat, the line of treatment employed, it
and together with the 80 infected pure air and an occasional rain, the has been along the lines of men of
school children and the 14 cases treat- - (vegetation and jother decomposable authority, Fuchs and others and where
ed by my predecessors make a total matter drying as it does and leaving treatment has been followed persist
of 222 cases of trachoma treated since no cess i.ools of infection, make the ently good results have been obtain
the opening of the physician's office average Indian village fairly healthful, ed.
'
In my experience the Indian is rath- The few white people who liave
at Laguna.
A few Indians show signs of having er fastidious regarding his drinking contracted the disease in this district
had trachoma and recovered with lit-- water, though in this he is liable to have recovered but as their eyes were
essential to their work they were pertie ill effects. Many have been left sbow indiscretion in giving soft
corneal opacities which would ter the preference, no matter under sistent in treatment.
Pamphlet on the Disease.
forever handicap them for the finer what conditions found. As a rule the
A pamphlet on the management and
work. Others have distorted lids bor- - Indians of this district have a fairly
supply, but as most of It treatment of trachoma among Indians
dering on the vulgar while many are comeswater
from springs that are virtually has been prepared by V. H. Harrison,
blind from nannus
While the treatment has been in we,,s and at tnat Ien ones. should m. D., and Daniel V. White, M. D., of
many cases severe few have objected the supply opce get infected it would tile x; g. Indian Service and issued
und(?r the direction of Dr. Joseph A.
to It but the fact that treatment could sen impossible to disinfect it.
not be given frequently enough has' The food supply of the Indian is. Murphy, medical supervisor who has
been the cause of ill results in many adequate in most cases and while not been attendfTig the Trachoma Conven-caseA good many have come, from of the most nourishing kind is such ..tion held at the U. S. Indian Industri-outsidvillages, to the physician's of- - as he likes. Very little milk is used al School here.
flee and taken treatment for one and by the Indian. He may have a nun-Excerpts from this pamphlet are as
two months at a time but the most of dred cows but no milk. Possibly It follows:
them say they have no place to stay is as well that the Indian uses little "Trachoma is a specific form of Conor means to keep them or that they milk since they know little of condi- - junctivitis, usually chronic but
afford to lose the time that tions required for its proper care and acterized by acute
exacerbations,
they have large families depending on even if they understood the care ot which it seems are due to some added
them, or they must herd the sheep; milk it would be impossible, for most infection, trauma or irritation,
and various other excuses or reasons of them, to apply them.
"The true etiology of trachoma is
and in many cases their reasons arej For tne most part the clothing Is 'yet in doubt, many investigators con- quue true. Again wnen one nas oeen ample to protect against the weather, tending that a microorganism is the
Indian causative agent. It seems to be con
treated, ana marnea improvement, is changes but oftimes the
had, he will go to the ranch or herd, ghows poor judgment in wearing them. veyed by prolonged ana rather inti- many miles away and should a
will frequently be found, in cool mate contact with those suffering from
lapse occur or the eye for any reason weather, sitting with his coat oft In ,iu ii ifnsrfa and wlitfr tnrii vh1hjl1 TvftRh
need special treatment he will, in a profuse sweat and when his atten- - basins, towels, handkerchiefs, beds,
stead of returning for It, keep think; tion is called to this he replies, "one and
bedding are not in constant use.
ing tomorrow will be a change for the does not need a coat when he is hot
"Flies must also be regarded as carbetter and possibly when he returns
Naturally much depends upon the riers of the trachomatous infection.
he is in a worse condition than be- - day school teachers in promoting the One author also
mentions poorly cared
fore. To give them medicine to use general health conditions of the pue-a- t for
swimming pools as a factor in
home without regular , treatment bi0l as they are in a position to make
from the physician is In many cases impressions upon the young mind, some cases.
Where Found.
poor policy as this leads to the be--: along the lines of sanitation, and we
"Trachoma is found in some parts
lief that it lsyall that Is necessary for all know how lasting the early Impres-OF
THE
cure. As a rule the ordinary ills of E0ns are. Time is almost lost in try-th- of ALL COUNTRIES
reservation require most of the ing to instill, in the old, the value ot AVORLD, but certain countries and
physician's time. The Indian has seen sanitary living. They have practiced some sections of all countries seem to
the progress of trachoma all his life .these vices for years and years until efford conditions peculiarly suited to
with no worse result than total blind- - they have become a part of them-nes- s its existence and spread. It is found
and he is not so easily aroused selves and inseparable.
This is no in every state of the Union and In ceras in cases of acute illness from worse in the Indian than in any other tain mountainous regions ot central
which his people sometimes die. It race of primitive people. Education portions of the United States is endemic over considerable areas.
would seem that these were discour-- ! alone will relieve the unsanitary
"Trachoma has been known from the
features and they are, but when j ing, into which the Indian, through
remotest antiquity.
we recall the history of Egypt 100 lack of It, has fallen,
Refutes Dr. Schwelnitz.
years ago when it is said they all had The things hinted at in the
"Dr. De Schwelnitz, in his book on
and present history reveals ing might improve the Indians eye
a condition little less, we may take conditions, if observed, but it is
opthamology, published in 1910 pages
mon knowledge that the solution of
says, "An elevation of 1,000
The condition under which the In- - this problem does not lie in any ot feet confers comparative immunity

TRACHOMA AMONG UiDIAUS LESS
ALAFiMING

TO-DA-

THAN YEAR AGO

Y

So Thinks Dr. Murphy, Medical Supervisor, Who Leads In
the Battle Against the Dread Disease. Prominent
Physicans and Indian Officials Attending Convention
Listen to Paper by Dr. Dillon.
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friends.
the physicians there were
. Besides
in attendance A. 6. Pollock, a prominent young official of the TJ. S. Indian service and who is temporarily
in charge of the TJ. S. School here.
Superintendent R. Perry of the Albtt
querque Indian School; Superintend,
ent Lonegrin of the Southern Pueblos, Rio Grande; and M. L. Dorr, a
high official of the department of the
interior who has been out here on
special work for several weeks.
It was an interesting gathering and
At it the
one of great Importance.
status of trachoma among the American Indian especially of the southwest
was carefully gone over and statistics looked into. Dr. Murphy with Mr.
Dorr, Mr. Pollock and Superintendent
Crandall met the representative of the
New Mexican and stated that a con
servative average of the number of
trachoma cases is probably thirty- -

forego-trachom- a
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New Mexic

Investments

Lai ds, Mines, Bonds & tocks.
. Money Loaned for Investors
1, R. A. M.
Regular
We have for sale general stocks of
convocation second
Retail Lumber Yard
Monday of each month Merchandise,
at Masonic Hall a' and other Business Opportunities
throughout Taci county.
7:30 p. m.
Bank References Furnished
JOHN II. WALKER.
Now Mexico.
H. P. Taos.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
DR. C. M. RILEY,
Santa Fe Comrr.anden Veterinary Physician and 8urgeon.
Veterinary
No. 1, K. T. Regular Graduate of McKlllep's
conclave fourth Mon College of Chicago.
Work ot All Kinds Solicited.
5j day In each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30
Dentistry a Specialty
Office: East side of plaza, corner
p. m.
CHAS. A. WHEELOX. E. C. of Frisco and Shelby Sts.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.
Phone Red 138.

Santa

Fe

No.

txdge

of

No.
Perfection
14th
1,
degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Pcotish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
S. G. CART WRIGHT, 32.
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32

DR.
i

J.

M. DIAZ,

RK5IDENCE, CAPITOL PLACF
Phone, 21 6 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Phone, 220 Black
OFFICE HOURS.
to 3 P. M.
1

W. M. SHERIDAN,

M. D.

Genito urinary Diseases.

Secretary.

fx

THE WASSERMAN & NOGUCrP
TESTS. SALVARSAN "606"
B. P. O. E.
ADMINISTERED.
Santa Fe Lodge No.
Chemical and Microscooical Ex
460, B. P. O. E. holds
its regular session on aminations of blood, sputum, urine
the second and fourtb and gastric contents. Directions
of each for collecting specimens given or
Wednesday
month. Visiting broth
er are invited and application.
State Nat. Bank Bid;., Albuquerque N M
welcome.
CARL A. BISHOP.
Exalted Ruler.

J. D. SENA,

Secretary.

WANTS

281-28- 2

j

Law.
New Mexico.

PROBERT & COMPANY

Secretary.

Santa' Fe Chapter

com-heart-

j

Santa Fe

H. H. DORMAN,
Master

g

See

FOR RENT
house.
John Pflueger, the shoe man,

Independent Order of Beavers.
FOR RENT, large sunny front room.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. holds
Its regular session at 8 p. m. Meeting close to Plaza. Apply New Mexican.
first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
FOR SALE Modern
ers are always welcome.
house on Read Avenue. Inquire P.
GEO. W. P RICHARD.
President Hesch.
eight-roome-

C. J. NEIS,

Secretary.
F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.
2879.

d

FOR RENT Six roomed 'onck cot.
tage. Bath, ranee, light O. C. Wafc
son & Co.
FOR SALE Must sell horse and
buggy cheap, on account of health.
Apply New Mexican.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Meets
Secon
As I am leaving the city next Wed
and Fourth Thura nesday.
will sell mv motor cvcl
days,
Delgado's cheap. T. M. Victory, phone Red 205.
Hall. H. Foreman,
C. G. Richie, Cor.
FOR RENT Beautifully
furnished
Sec. Mrs. Dais modern
house, fine rugs,
Farmer.
piano, all complete. Very reasonable
to right party. Mrs. Dudrow, 238 Agua
Santa Fe Camp Fria St.
13514, M. W. A.
meets second TuesEASTERN GENTLEMAN of refineday each month, so ment and good character, would like
clal meeting tUrd to correspond with young lady of
at Elks Spanish descent. R. Hamilton,
Tuesday
Hall. Viating neigh
New Mexico.
T

eight-roome-

THE U. S. INDIAN I NDUSTRIAL SCHOOL;
Is Being Held and Presided Over by Clinton

bor

J. Crandall.

Paraje
Mesita

25
15
70

13
9
28
6
4
80

'

!
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dian lives is closely akin to the slum the above suggestion. The main Issue from the disease and facilitates its
districts of large cities barring the will be found In the personal, family cure.'
fact that we have no foci of infection and communal hygiene and sanitation., "We wish to state positively that
such as decomposition of vegetable or Without this all other helps would be altitude is in no sense a prophylactic
animal matter and here we have the of no avail In the suppression of tra- - measure to this Infection, nor does it
most healthful climate,
choma. Hygiene consists in the pres- alter the progress, course or termina-ervatioIf the Indian could be Induced to
of health by the observance tion; it is not a FACTOR in the
live on his ranch and give up village of nature's laws. The Indian wholly apeusis of this malady. At an altitude
life, where all are huddled on a small disregards these laws, consequently of over 7,000 feet in New Mexico one
area, a great step would be made In he is sick. The average Indian bathes band of Pueblo Indians (Picuris) suf-tolittle, some, I fear, not at all, fers the results of trachoma In more
furthering the health problem of the
Indian. This idea is not probable as They remove their shoes and hat and than 60 per cent of their number,
all know how tenaciously the Indian roll up in a blanket for the night, in
if, Recognition,
many cases six, eight or a dozen in,1 After discussing the means of diag-on- e
hangs to old customs.
room that would safely accconv
A physician who could devote his
n08ing trachoma, the physicians state:
entire time to eye and kindred dis- modate but two or four. Ifthey use ..Tns cognition of trachoma very
a
towel
use
one
all
same
the
and
they
eases, located among the Laguna InearIy ln tne di8eaBe
IMP0SSI.
not- dians for a sufficient time and providoaJ""
BLE, but as It progresses, and the
ed with efficient assistants, could
hypertrophy, granules and
work wonders in eradicating trachotJL DaDilla. develop, a reasonable expert
AtkAM
tui
ma in these Indians.
care "1 obferva ion extend- would seem almost 1m- - d
The public drinking cup, while being from .mit. It
over ome Httle
.
necessary,
tv..
barred in many places, seems a necesb ouId mke "
t0 di'
child
her
80nal"y
the
period,
through
lactatlng
in
the
Indian schools as there is
sity
ue w"" lo renemDr
infect
not
herself
and
"6l""T
trachomatous,
Pracc wy tor supplying!
in 110 othr e affection not due
eve" tfloug,n Breat ,care was that
drinking water, but the school washlneJcmm
to trachoma is acar tlssae of the con- It
were
not
that
for
fact
the
basins, combs and towi Bhm,ii h "ed,
to be- absolutely prohibited. If a child 'nature has been k,nd nou8h
"The treatment of trachoma is div
comes to a school in an unclean con- Blow upua luese uuie iuis a. uegree ided into
not
prophylactic surgical and
home
of
is
The
Indian
immunity.
dition he should be made to return to
medical.
his own home and be properly pre- bountifully supplied with towels and
No Quick Cure.
be
pared for school. A trip or two of in fact old clothes that might,
no quick road to the cure
this kind will Impress upon the moth- made clean and serviceable are woe of "There is
this
while
and
that
seems
It
Long, patient, faith
fully
wanting
the
ers
necessity for such procedure.
ful wort; on the part of both physician
A plan I very much approved was every avenue is alive with opportunl
tried ln one of the Laguna schools. ties for infection, I have seen more and patient is necessary to bring about
This was having a supply, of toilet than once, a man totally blind of the best results, and individual needs
wife absolutely free must be met In each case. No patient
paper for the nasal and bronchial se- trachoma and hisnone
from it and yet
of the ordinary should be dismissed as cured until his
when
cretions,
papers
lids are smooth ana so remain after
were Immediately deposited in the precautions taken.
;
The a?erage home is not kept in weeks and even months from the
stove and burned.
j
Direct light is said to be a cause as sanitary conditions as It must be. time the treatment is stopped."
tending to produce trachoma and bet- The clothing is taken to the river
A Startling Proposition.
ter prptection for the eyes would, to for washing, they are not boiled. Of
Winona Lake, Ind., Aug. 31. That
some extent relieve this. The wind course after they are washed and
and sand of this country must keep hung in tne sun and fresh air tnej it would be far better to load 5,000
the eye in a receptive mood for eye are fairly clean' but nothing could childless wives and ship them out of
tnis country and bring ln an equal
disease. Protection from sand and take the place of boiling.
wind would doubtless help in this
wives was
To wipe out trachoma in the Indian number of
the statement made today at the Wi
'5.
pueblos we must first have Infected nona
conference by the Rev. George
, Fresh air has a beneficial
effect up- cases under control at all times, eduon trachoma as well as all other dis- cate them to a rigid observance of all siewart, a pastor of Cleveland, Tenn.
ease and the home wllL, necessarily propbyactic rules as well as hygiene
need to be thoroughly ventilated and and sanitation, and bring measures
it would add much to the suppression to bare whereby they may all receive r
of trachoma and tuberculosis.
necessary medical treatment until
The Indian borne is not a unsani- cured.
tMARVEL Whirling 8pra
tary a the casual observer would Jfeedless to say trachoma will not
think: The most depressing thing of be eradicated ln a day but the condi
the Indian home, in my experience, tion at presfeiit, in the younger Inis the lack of ventilation and inade- dian Is most encouraging and If all
quate space for living and sleepftkg measures, at command, are brought
purposes. The Indian home 1 renew- to bear upon the situation with an
ed with plaster, internally and extern- earnest cooperation of all employe,
ally tolerably, frequent If first ft the near future will mark a new
-
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welcome.
L. G. WHITTIER, Consul
CHAS. A. RISING. Clerk.

Where Trachoma Convention

Paquate ...
Enclnal
....30
are
three per cent but that there
40
Acomita ...
pueblos where there is practically NO Total ...
251
These are Zunl, Is- TRACHOMA.
Infection in all schools for the
lets, San Felipe and in Arizona there year 110-11- ,
32 per cent.
no
the
trachoma
Pimas,
is
among
cases
The
in school children are
Apaches, and Papagos Indians....
all recent and there has been little
Not Started By Dust.
tissue change. In most cases in the
Dr. Murphy said that trachoma is
school children the infection was
due to an infection but the germ is mild and
in all schools during the
"ultra microscopic."
school
season
daily treatment has
He said that he did not think that
been carried on for more than two
trachoma is necessarily more prevaand the pupils have all been
lent in dusty countries than in oth- years
in the care of the eyes,
ers for in certain places of Arizona instructed
of the spread of the
manner
in
the
cut
to
thick
where the dust is
enough
the necessity for proin
and
disease
no
trachoma
it with a knife there is
longed and vigorous treatment While
among the Indians.
a large proportion of the school chilDr. Murphy stated that In the past
dren are infected they are improving
TJ.
Industrial
S.
Indian
at
the
year
all schools and all should ultimatein
of
cent
33
of
School here that
per
recover. A good many cases have
cases of trachoma observed, 12 or 13 ly
shown no symptoms ot the disease
per cent had gone away practically for a
year and appear to be cured.
well and 20 per cent now under treat
cases In this
'
ment show the most encouraging The most pronounced
found
were
district
the Paraje
at
the
what
This is just
prognosis.
school and here some were operated
fighters of trachoma among the In
dian desire; to control and cure the after the fashion of Knapp, two and
disease among the young Indians, for three times.
it is more or less a hopeless task to The Lagunas are vastly more pro
grapple with it when it has worked gressive and live in a much more san-ita ravages tor years on the eyelids i itary state than the Acomas. They
make more money, b .ve better homes,
ot the older people.
Mr. Crandall stated that the "State better food and clothing, yet strange
of New Mexico" ought certainly to! enough they have a much higher rate
trachoma than the Acomas. My
have some regulation for the examl-'o- f
nation of all children in school for work among the Acomas has not met
the purpose of detecting trachoma in with he same response as among the
the early stages as other diseases. Dr. Lagun,.. T'.e Acomaa are in every
Murphy took the same view and point- way less progressive than the Lagu, ed out the attention that is paid to nas.
They live in a more secluded
scarlet fever, smallpox and measles. aectlon and at a great distance from
'
f
the physician. Wuile I have only ap
Dr. Dillon's Paper.
Dr. Dillon's paper on his observe proximate statistics on trachoma in
tion of the trachoma among Indiana is the Acomas it is about 80 per cent.
one of great interest It it as fol- while in the Lagunas active trachoma
:;:.:. is present to 20 per cent
lows:
I have based this article on the rec
The. physician's office was opened
in Laguna in February, 1904. Up to ords of the office which does not in
the time when I assumed charm, (No- - ' clude the hopeless sequelae resulting
Tember 1st, 1907), a total ot 22 cages from trachoma. In this article some
ot trachoma were entered for treat- - cases are included In which considerment; in the sanitary record. In able tissue changes nave taken place
checking these up I find ' that four though It, was., hoped " improvement
f were entered twice, and three were could be had by
treatment, conse
entered three t.mes each, thus fe&T-in- g quently tney were made a part of the
only IS original cases treated. Ow- record and treated .with some results,
ning to the variety of names which the The record Include only case treataverage Indian may possess, only nine ed but! have atarted a thorough ex
ot the original 15 caset could be amination ot all eye and making this
traced. Of these two have since died. a matter of record and hope within
One was entered as blind when treat- the next year to hare statistics of at
ment waa begun, b to tlU blind. The toast all Laguna eye.
,

7.30.
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Taos,

Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M
H. L. ORTIZ,
Regular communiand Counsellor-at-LaAttorney
cation first Monday
Practicing before all the courts
ot each month a
at the Territory.
Hall
Masonic
f

e

j

Attorney-at-La-

Mining and Land

masonic"

a

j

WILLIAM McKEAN

Fraternal Societies

wa-wit- h

other six are in various stages of trachomatous sequelae ranging from mild
dians is ft matter for less X to troublesome pannus opacities,of etc.
this
I have gone over the record
alarm today than it was a year X
was opened to
ago it is being fought and X office from the time it
with great success among the X the present time and checked it up
who go to X carefully to see that no case was enyounger Indians
schools and is thoroughly un- - X tered but once 1 find in a number of
der control in these schools. X cases multiple entries but have corIn the pueblos an educational X rected this error in all cases that the
crusade is being made against X records may be of some value.
the ravages of trachoma as X I have not entered on the sanitary
X record, those cases of trachomatous
against tuberculosis."
Statement of Dr. Joseph A. X sequelae in which it seemed treatMurphy, medical supervisor of X ment would be of no avail. There is
X a heavy proportion of this class and
the U. S. Indian Service.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXlall are anxious for treatment when
they are nearly blind. In many of
A feature of the Trachoma conven-- these cases Improvement worth while
tion now in session at the U. S. In- might be had by special treatment
dian Industrial school and presided but, many of them are hopelessly beover by Clinton J. Crandall who was yond help.
tendered the honor unanimously
by
I do not have accurate statistics of
the prominent physicians and super the trachomatous sequelae of the
intendents present, was the paper Acomas and Lagunas but approxiread by Dr. Dillon of Laguna Pueblo. mately fifty are blind or have no
Dr. Dillon threw the spot light on useful vision, in most cases the result
the conditions in which the Indian of trachoma. Many more have a limwho has his own way, lives today and ited vision permitting them to do the
which he says "is closely akin to the ordinary rough work in which the Inslum districts of large cities barring dian is usually engaged.
the fact that we have no fo :i of in- - It would seem from the number of
fection such as decomposition of veg--, old and blind Indians and from the
etable matter and we have the most large number having a limited vision
healthful climate.'
that there must have been a time
Wo etntoa without, tnlnclne words. when trachoma was much more prevthat the Indian's lot could be greatly alent than at the present time.
improved if he could be induced to
At the beginning of the school year
live on his ranch and avoid the hud-- 1910-1all the school children of the
died life of the village, but so far seven day schools of the Lagunas and
this is impossible as the Indian seems Acomas were examined for trachoma
a true devotee of the tepee and the with the following results:
crowded room where the air should
Infected
be highly interesting to every chem- School
Enrollment
Pupils
ist.
14
......36
Laguna
The convention will continue
its Seama
25
6
session today. It is being attended
by Dr. Joseph T. Murphy, medical supervisor of the TJ. S. Indian Service
and the leader of the fight for sanitation among the red men of the land;
Dr. Keck of the Albuquerque school
and adjacent pueblos; Dr. Johnson of
Taos; Dr. Holt of San Juan; Dr.
of the northern pueblos of
the Eio Grande; Dr. W. S. Harroun,
the well known physician of Santa
Fe and who is identified with the
medical department of the Indian
"School here; and Dr. A. Henry Dunn
who was best known here as a hookworm expert" until he started the
agitation about trachoma which may
lead to much good in enlisting aid to
wipe out the disease among the Indian and possibly his pale faced
X
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WANT To Exchange, a six room
house in Springfield, Mo., for real estate in Santa Fe or San Miguel counCall at the New Mexican office
Santa Fe Camp No. ties.
for full description of property.
6673, R. N. A. meets
fourth Tuesday of WANTED to
rent, by small family,
each month; soonce or any time up to October
cial meeting third at
first, a modern five or
Tuesday at Elks' house
with improvements.
Address
HalL
S M.
care of New Mexican ofneighbors welcome fice. C, in
NETTIE VICKROY,
Oracle.
OPPORTUNITY is simpry the apFLORENCE RISING,
plication ot energy to every day conRecorder.
ditions as they arise. We .pay
advance caBh,
teach
salesmanship; you furnish the energy.
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
Conditions are favorable. Write for
terms. Salem Narsery Company,
Salem, Oregon,
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
d

Visiting

TYPEWRITERS.
and repaired. New
Cleaned,
adjusted
Attorneys-at-LaRibbon and supfurnished.
platens
Practice in tie Distrl t Court at
plies.
Typewriter sold, exchanged
well as before the Supreme Court ot and
rented. Standard makes handled.
the territory.
All repair work and typewritea guarNew Mexico. anteed.
Las Cruces,
Santa Fe Typewriter Exchange. Phone 231.
C. W. O. WARD
Territorial District Attorn y
Hay Fever, Asthma and Summer Colda
For San Miguel and Mora Counties Must be relieved quickly and Foley'a
New Mexico. Honey and Tar Compound will do
La Vegas,
E. M. Stewart', 1034 Wolfram St, Chis
E. C. ABBOTT
cago, writes: "I have been greatly

.HOLT A SUTHERLAND
'

it

troubled during the hot summer
District and u months with Hay Fever and find that
preme Court.
Prompt and careful by using Foley's Honey and Tar Comattention given to all business.
pound I get great relief." Many otaera
New Mexico who suffer similarly will be glad to
Banta Fe.
benefit by Mr. Stewart's exoerienea.
Q. W. PRICHARD
For sale by all druggists.
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Practice ln all thr District Court-an- d
give special tteutvn to casei
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Office: Leughlin Blk, Santa Fe. N. M
Attorney-at-La-

Practice in the

W.C.T.U.

CONVENTION

HARRY D. MOULTO'l

LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.

Attorney-at-La- w

September

'

Santa Fe, N.

One and

M.

one-fif- th

1911.
fare

for round trip, on
plan, from all

cer-tific- ate

:

Evciyl7c:a

19-2- 2,

Formerly Special Agent, G. L, O.
Land Claims and Contest a SpecialO
Chaa, P. Eaaley.
Cha. R. Easlay
EA8LEY A EASLEY.
,
Attorneys at Law.

Practice In the court and betort
Land Department
Land grant and title examined.
Banta Fe, N.
branch Oflce Dtan
da, N. X.

,

points in New Mexico,
providing there are 50
or more in attendance

'

,

Dates of Sale,

Septecber 17 to 22'
Retorn Limit, Sept. 25, 1911.

H. S. LUTZ

AQENT

SANTA FB, N. M.

GROCERY

IP.

"Gash" no. 4

no. 4 Andrews

AND

BAKERY

'

MARKET

w,.,.

" UNCLE SAM "
Inspects all the BEEF, iVEAL AND PORK we sell.

We Buy the Best K. C. Meats.

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

PRESIDENT HERVEY NAMES
ty of Socorro; H. P. Reynolds, M. E.
Harvey Osborn, for paying attention the brutal treatment she received.
THREE COMMITTEES. Hickey and Felix Lester of AlbuquerFor Sale Chalmers,
to a girl visiting at the Bellls home.
THE SUIT ROOIS
que. The personnel of the commitSmallpox in Barracks Smallpox has 1909, model 30, fully equipped includbroken out in the .government bar- ing top, windshield, combination clock One of These is to Go Over Revision tee on constitution and by laws will
of New Mexico Statutes of
be Edward C. Wade, Las Cruces, chairracks at Juarez. Every one ot the 400 and speedometer; first class condition.
Several Years Ago.
soldiers in the cuartel, was vaccinat- Will sell reasonably. Can give demon
man; W. C. Reid, Roswefl, and A. H.
.31.
N.
S ed
Santa Fe,
M, Aug
strations.
W.
W.
U
Address.
Hudspeth of Tucumcari.
Smith.
yesterday.
For New Mexico tonight and S
Raided An opium joint leta, N. M.
Joint
the
M.
President
of
James
Opium
Hervey
Friday fair. Not much change St on Calle Comercio, Juarez, was raided. Made the Mouth
Herewith are some Bargains offered
St
"The best New Mexico Bar Association has apS in temperature.
last night, and letters belonging to a I ever tasted," declared both Governor pointed the committee of revision. b Ui New Mexican Printing comfound.
were
over
work
will
the
American
of
who
re
the
well known
go
and Mrs. Mills at the executive manpany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
These may lead to his arrest.
sion, after they had sampled a box of vision commission appointed by the Territory of New Mexico, 1897. sheep
The Sacrifice tonight at the Elks'
1907 legislature; T. B. Catron, Francis
Woman's Aid Society The Wom- superb peaches sent them
bound. 75c. Missouri
by Henry C. Wilson
Cow Boy Rope, ready to lasso with an's Aid
and A. B. Renehan of Santa bound, $1; paper
Sdciety of the First Presby- L. Pollard of the Espanola
Missouri Coda
To
at Goebels.
$5;
forms,
valley.
Pleading
Mrs.
G.
with
C.
meet
will
J.
Mechem,
Fitch,
terian church
look at them, made the mouth water, Fe; Merritt
two for 110.
tho
6;
Looking for a House to Rent? See Donizetta A. Wood on Manhattan avePleadings.
BonF.
the New Mexican scribe can testify, W. E. Griffith, all of Socorro; J.
Mexico
New
Code, Lews
to
Lowitzki's advertisement today.
Adapted
tomorrow afternoon.
ham of Las Cruces; Frank Springer,
for he saw and tasted them.
Milk and Cream always on hand nue,
of New Mexico, 18S9. ISM and 1903,
A.
T.
tnd
B.
Work on New Bridge The old
Rogers
Davis,
It Serves Her right at the Elks' to- Stephen
at Capital City Dairy. Phone Black,
William G. Hay don, all of Las Vegas; English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25;
bridge across the Arroyo Sais on east night.
188.
full leather 13.
Sheriff's Flexible
and
torn
down
A. B. McMillen. F. S. Wood, H. J. ColPalace avenue has been
Seat Sale On The seat sale for "A
Charged With Pistol Toting Dolor- work is being pushed on the fine new
F. W. Clancy, E. A. Mann, Sum- Cever Pock.t Dockets, single, $1.25;
lins,
Man From Home" now is on at Fisch
New
es Ortega was arrested at El Paso lor modern concrete structure.
mers Burkhart, all of Aluuquerque, two or more books, SI each.
Not
Court
Supreme
Mico
The Ladies er s drug store. There is every reaReports,
Aid Society
having a pistol in his possession.
Ladies'
Las
together with Charles' A..Spiess of
son to
Try it Sunday, a brick of delicious Aid Society of the St.. John's Metho house believe there will be a big Vegas, Judge Frank W. Parker of Las 3 amd 10 inclusive, S3.30 each. Com
Monday night for this musical
Coat
ice cream, with your dinner. See ad- dist Episcopal church will meet al
Cruces, and W. C. Reid of Roswell. pilatiea Corporation La.vs, 75 c
vertisement. Butt Brothers Co.
by The committee on legal reform was pilation- Mining Laws, ro c Money's
the home of Mrs. C. L. Stephenson, comedy which is to be produced
Picked Pockets of $400 A. F. Cooley 243 Agua Fria street, Friday, Sep- young men and women from AlbuquerFrank W. Jigest of New Wkxico Reports, tul)
as follows:
que under the direction of E. M. Al- appointed
had his pockets picked of $400 In tember 1, at 2:30 p. m.
been. $6.69: full list vkool blank.
M. Dougher
H.
Clancy,
Albuquerque;
bright. The comedy will be played
Juarez. "Doc" Stanley was arrested.
Moving Today Frank Newhall and here
again Tuesday night and then
a family are today moving from their
Found on Don Gaspar, avenue
child's ring. Owner can have same former home on the south side ot at Las Vegas.
MILITARY BLEES ACADEMY.
by calling at this office and paying for Johnson street, to the north side of
Thoroughbred English Bull Dog J.
Open September 20th. New management. Dr. W. A. Wilson, eight
this advertisement.
the street, into one of the modern A.- - Davis is the proud possessor of a years president Lexington College, Lexington, Mo, fifteen years president
f
million
thoroughbred English bull dog which of Baylor College, Belton, Tex., has absolute lease. Over
Jiron Goes to Jail San Juan Jiron brick cottages of Mrs. I. B. Hanna.
Full faculty..
Did Yoj See those good pictures at is chained in the yard back of the dollars invested. Finest equipment outside of West Point.
of Isleta, is in jail at Albuquerque,
Wood-Davi- s
store and which is said Col. G. L. Bvroade. TI. S. A.. Commandant. Send for catalogue, W. A,
on charge of having broken into a the Elks' last night.
Arrested After Two Years After an to have a pedigree dating back some Wilson, A. M., Supt, Macon, Mo.
Santa Fe freight car.
Oc- absence nf two years Jose D. Jiron re- - five generations.
The animal's home
El Paso Statehood. Celebration
tober 19 to 21 has been set as the turned to Bernalillo county, and was is In Colorado and his sire was Leone
date for the statehood celebration and arrested under oid Indictments for Doctor whose sire was Champion
SEPARATE COLORS, ANY QUANTITY,
assault with a deadly weapon and as- - Woodcote. The dog is quite gentle
carnival at El Paso, Texas.
Suit for Divorce Eustacio C. da sault to kill. :
except in the presence of dogs and
I grow only the best and
vari
Baca has filed suit at Albuquerque for Statehood Celebration' at Phoenix-abso- lute suspicious looking strangers. Mr. Dahave
No
Peas
such
now.
fine
are
and
eties,
especially
they
statehood cele- vis has been asked to let his dog
divorce from Teresa Baca de At the
heretofore been shown in Santa Fe.
Baca. They were married four years bration at Phoenix, the capital of Arl-- enter the arena but he refuses to be
;zona, last evening tne speasers aavo- - so brutal knowing that his champion
ago.
ORIENTAL POPPY PLANTS
Typhoid at Las Cruces Miss Grace cated voting out the recall but re- would make the collection of dog
Now
is
the
time to transplant this gorgeous flower. My
Arizona
licenses by the city marshal ImposTrexler, ill with typhoid fever at Las storing it immediately upon
poppy plants are right and will grow and bloom the coming
sible.
Cruces, was yesterday taken to El becoming a state.
season. 20 cents each ; $1.50 per dozen.
Paso for treatment.
Scarlet Fever at Quay Dr. H. D.
William Vaughn Retires After hav
JAMES McCONVERY, 415 Palace Ave!
old
has
Rival
health
Kills
Fourteen
officer,
Nichols, county
Boy
year
Phone, Black 204.
ing served as chef, manager and pro
George Bellis was killed .at Strouds- - been summoned to Quay, Quay county, prietor of a hotel for nearly a third
burg, Pa., by his fifteen year old rival on account of the death of a daughter a century, William Vaughn retires this
of Dr. Boggs from scarlet fever and evening from the Palace Hotel jn?d
the illness of another child with that will give a small "squab dinner party"
92....Phone. 2
disease.
to a. few friends in celebration- of the
Building at Night Contractor Camp- event. ,, Mr. Vaughn has earned a rest
found It necessary' to work by and he intends to take it Tomorrow
MARKET bell
electric light last evening on the New he turns the hotel over to W. G. SarMexican building on West Palace ave gent, the purchaser, who has leased it
nue, completing the first floor. This to Thomas Doran, now manager of
is probably the first time in the his
Hotel. James Carri liters.
of the first requisites of a modern home is an
tory of the town that outside building the day clerk, will likely continue. with
rd
sanitary plumbing equipment. To
construction was done by electric the hotel for several weeks until Mr.
D
light and at night time In this city. Doran gets it running smoothly. Mr
the domestic health and to keep
TO-MORROHeinous Charge Against Official
W
Carrithers has not announced his futhe home thoroughly clean and
Agustin QhaiguiguL lieutenant gov- ture plans.
wholesome at all times, plumbernor of the pueblo of .Isleta, Bernalillo county, has been arrested on the
ing fixtures affording absolute
HAYWARD
MARKET charge of criminal assault on forty FOR SALE Three piece parlor set,
and perfect sanitation are a
in
upholstered
early
English,
Spanish
year old Regina Chaves, who was un leather, good as new.
i
Inquire Palace
prime necessity.
conscious for typ days on account of hotel..
92... Phone.... 92

Phone No. 4.
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Turquoise, Laveliers,

-

Amethysts, Opals,

fit

EXQUISITE DESIGNS

one-hal-

SWEET PEAS

IN

e

FILIGREE

Wakham Watches

.

.';

Come in and talk watch with us. It will
rot obligate buying aini it may profit you
We w'!l expijin what constitutes
. much.
B good

S.

"It's Time

You Owned a Waltham."
We will show you the exquisitely tnin model Walthains of,
tiie Colonial
Series and will
name the Waltham movement
suited to your require
lst
ments.

SPITZ,

--

The Jeweler

I

tttt:

3

1

HOUSES FOR RENT
One Modern Cottage,

5

I

Rooms and Bath,

$18.00

The Modern Home

Fine Young Veal

QNE

safe-gua-

HOME-DRESSE-

s

Stood! plumbing fixtures
and our expert mechanics will
make your bathroom attractive
and inviting.
.Let us give you an estimate.

i

One

Six-Roome-

d

A

House, $10.00
WITH WATER.

Plums, Apples, Crab Apples and Pears

now-CU- T

FLOWERS ALL THE TIME.

DAVID LOWITZKI

Ot

up-to-d- ate

n

GOLD AND SILVER

We recommend Waltham Watches
be!ie-because
them to be the
best.
Our stock offers a wide as- -.
iortment of

'

At the . . .

CLARENDON GARDENS

i

New Addition

i. .

Phone 12

k it

o

Happiest Girl in Lincoln.
girl writes: "I had
been ailing for some time, with
chronic constipation and stomach
trouble.
I began taking Chamber-- j
Iain's Stomach and Liver Tablets and
in three days I was able to be up and
got better right along. I am the
proudest girl in Lincoln to find such
a good medicine.
For sale by all
A Lincoln, Neb.,

FOR SALE BY

Santa Fe Hardware

&

Supply Co.

dealers.

B5g Depai?!
i

'BHiMLLliHLVLIIiLLflLflBiLLDKtlHLHHMiflHBM

ever succeeded by accident. You might have efficient salesmen, a good
store location and a pleasing personality, but IF you don't give your customers a sign
of improvement as good as your neighbors you simply can't do THE business. Now, it is
easy to be " as good as" any competitor, but in these days of 1911 a man's got to be better or
be beaten, and success crowns only that which is best.
"

N

O MERCHANT

LADIES, LISTEN !

MRS. CLEO VERNE, from Oklahoma City has come to our city to open a Flrst-Cla- ss
Dressmaking Shop in the Balcony, second story, of the BIG DEPART- -;
MENT STORE. Mrs. Cleo Verne conies to Santa Fe with a high recommenda-

tion, has been in the Dressmaking Business for over ten years, has worked for
large establishments, does " classy " work, all her Fashions are gathered by correspondent designs from Paris and style centers. She
will guarantee perfect fit if not, the loss will be her's. To be successful you must be well dressed that is the decision of public opinion, EaiiMt whose rulings$there is no appeal. You can't go wrong if you leave your measure
with Mrs. Cleo Verne. To com
plete her department she wishes to inform the ladies that in altering
work will be a specialty. .
Skirts and Suits, first-clato-d-

ss

Sao Francisco St.

ay

COME TO SEE HER

